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HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN OF A RECONFIGURABLE ACCELERATOR
PLATFORM FOR FUZZY LOGIC-BASED SPATIAL IMAGE
PROCESSING FILTERS

Aous Hammad Kurdi, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2019

Rapid development in the architecture and fabrication technology of field programmable
gate array (FPGA) and system on a chip (SoC) in the last two decades is dramatically increasing
the reliability of those devices as a cost-effective alternative for traditional real-time image
processing systems. Module reusability nature of FPGA and SoC development decreases design
and implementation time noticeably. On-site reconfigurability allows for intensive design
alterations to occur at a small cost. This study is presenting the design and implementation of a
new hardware accelerator for an edge detector on Xilinx 7 series FPGA devices based on a fuzzy
logic approach. The fuzzy system comprises four fuzzy inputs and an inference system with seven
rules implementing the knowledge base, and a single crisp output represents the intensity level of
a pixel in the output image. The pipelined hardware accelerator consists of seven stages, each of
which is operating at one clock cycle on a frequency range between 83-125 MHz depending on
the speed grade of the chip that was used by design. The performance of the fuzzy logic system is
compared to other edge detection methods and shows a big advantage. The hardware accelerator
is outperforming its software counterpart by a factor of ten thousand times.
This study also presents a hardware/software co-design of a reconfigurable support
platform for a fuzzy logic-based spatial image processing filter using Xilinx all programmable SoC
(AP SoC). The hardware accelerator mentioned in the first part is deployed to the programmable
logic (PL) part of the device, with additional hardware to control the data exchange between the

hardware accelerator and the main memory on the programmable system (PS) part of the chip
where the input and output images are buffered. Different design aspects were tested and tuned,
such as the device utilization, the burst length memory transactions, the size of local buffers, and
the PL fabric clock frequency.
The system performance was assessed using multiple configurations. Using a system
design consisting of a single instance of the support platform along with a hardware accelerator,
the system processed a test frame of 1920x1080 pixels in 19.435 milliseconds, resulting in a
processing rate of approximately 50 frames per second. In another configuration, four support
platforms and their respective hardware accelerator deployed to the PL fabric of the AP SoC
device, and the processing rate was 205 frames per second.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Development of image processing algorithms dates back to the sixties of the last century
when Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Bill Laboratories, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
and some other research groups worked on satellite imagery, character recognition and medical
image processing [1]. Subsequently, image processing algorithms thrived into a wide range of
specialized applications such as input acquisition, knowledge extraction, classification, pattern
recognition, projection, and real-time image processing.
Some of the well-known techniques that are being used for image processing include liner
filtering, independent component analysis, principal components analysis, wavelets, neural
networks, and fuzzy logic[2]-[7]. Knowledge representation, in the context of conventional
approaches, is based upon bivalent logic. The major drawback of conventional logic is the limited
capability of dealing with the problems of uncertainty and inaccuracy [8].
As one of the essential applications of image processing, real-time image processing deals
with a tremendous amount of data in a small amount of time defined by the frame rate of the video
stream[9], [10]. Currently, most of the imaging systems use high definition (HD) sensors which
increase the amount of data to process in the same time in a way that traditional sequential
processing algorithms struggle to keep up with the demand. In real life, real-time image processing
systems exist in our cars such as driving assistance system (DAS) [11], medical instruments,
smartphones, and airports. Tackling the processing time constraint issue is an urgent need where
hardware accelerators come into place. Hardware accelerators use specialized hardware to
perform a task much more efficient than a software counterpart can do on a general-purpose device
such as microprocessors.
1

Realization of a hardware accelerator can be achieved using existing technologies. One of
these technologies is the application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). ASIC defined as a customdesigned integrated circuit intended to do a specific role [12]. As with any other solution, ASIC
comes with their advantages and drawbacks. The main benefits of ASIC design are the
performance gain over general purpose hardware and the low power consumption profile. The
disadvantages of ASIC design are the excessive cost per unit for low volume markets, the
complexity of the design and production process, and low reusability.
Other technologies that can be utilized for hardware accelerators development are FPGAs
and SoC [13]. FPGAs are programmable circuits, and SoC usually comprises FPGA and generalpurpose hardware with memory and input-output peripherals in a single chip. The significant
advantages of using FPGAs and SoC for hardware accelerators are the reusability, module-oriented
design flows, and cost efficiency. Systems built utilizing this approach highly versatile in a sense
that a distinctive design can be load into the same FPGA or SoC in a matter of seconds. SoCs have
the edge over FPGAs by providing the means to balance the workload between the programmable
system and programmable logic.
1.2 Research Significance
The realization of hardware accelerators would have a significant impact on the human
quality of living. The application spectrum can vary from simple gadget for daily use to very
complex intelligent medical equipment. The development of real-time image processing systems,
in the contexts of the traditional approach, would require long time research and a lot of
manufacturing infrastructures and resources. The advances in FPGA and SoC technology made
them perfect candidates for prototyping and production for small and medium-size markets.
During this research, the hardware resources that have been used include computers, Zed Board
2

Zynq-7000 ARM/FPGA SoC development board, Zybo Zynq-7000 ARM/FPGA SoC trainer
board, and Nexys 4 DDR Artix-7 FPGA trainer board. The software resources will include
MATLAB, Xilinx Vivado design suite, Xilinx Vivado High-Level Syntheses (HLS), VHDL,
Verilog, ModelSim from Mentor Graphics, and Microsoft visual studio community.
1.3 Statement of the Problem
The primary objective of this dissertation is to investigate the viability and effectiveness of
implementing fuzzy logic-based hardware accelerator on FPGAs and SoC for real-time image
processing systems.
1.4 Research Questions
This dissertation presents a methodology to implement hardware accelerators on FPGAs
and SoCs. It answers for the following questions:
•

Is it possible to implement efficient fuzzy logic-based image processing accelerators
on FPGAs and SoCs?

•

Is it possible to utilize the principle of partially reconfigurable design efficiently to
custom design FPGAs real-time image processing system?

•

What is the benefit of using hardware software co-design methodology in the context
of developing real-time image processing accelerators?

•

What is the effect of using different configurations of AXI transitions on the
performance of the hardware-software co-design?

•

Is it possible to use the cost-effective low-end portfolio of Xilinx FPGAs and SoCs to
implement fuzzy logic-based image processing accelerators?

3

1.5 Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter Two present a brief
background, and a literature review in a fuzzy logic-based image processing algorithm, real-time
image processing, and hardware accelerators development. Chapter Three presents an abstract
description of FPGA architecture and detailed explanation for Xilinx 7 series FPGA families.
Chapter Four explains the architecture of Xilinx Zynq devices and the AXI protocols. Chapter Five
presents a design and implementation of a fuzzy logic-based edge detection system using Xilinx 7
series FPGA. In Chapter Six, a hardware-software co-design of a reconfigurable support platform
for spatial image process filters is presented. Chapter Seven assesses the performance of the
reconfigurable support platform shown in chapter seven using a set of test scenarios; Finally,
Chapter Eight presents some drawn conclusions and suggests future work venues.
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CHAPTER 2: FUZZY LOGIC BASED IMAGE PROCESSING AND HARDWARE
ACCELERATORS
2.1 Introduction
The degree of truth is a significant limitation of the classic logic reasoning. Fuzzy logic
offers a mathematical framework to deal with the degree of truth. Fuzzy logic has evolved to be
an essential tool for a broad spectrum of applications including systems control, intelligent
systems, and image processing [14]. Edge detection is in the core of most image processing
algorithms. It aims to distinguish a set of points in a digital image in which the intensity level
changes sharply compare to the surrounding neighbor points [15]. The edges are reformed by
grouping those pints into a curved line. Example of the methods that have been developed to
extract the edges in an image are the Sobel operator, Laplacian, and Prewitt. These methods depend
on specific parameters, such as a threshold, to realize the edge detection process [16].
Fuzzy logic-based edge detection approach has the advantage of transferring human
knowledge into a model that can adapt to change in the environment such as the presence of noise
in the input feed rather than depending on a static threshold value. Fuzzy logic-based systems work
with a linguistic representation of knowledge in a way that describes uncertainty in the form of IFTHEN rules[17]. Modeling of complex systems can be done using those rules that are instinctively
understandable to human beings. Utilizing the powerful capability of fuzzy logic-based systems in
real life applications requires a hardware platform with speical capabilites low energy consumption
and high computing power.Such a hardware platform is crucially needed to perform the processing
intensive fuzzy operations. FPGAs and SoC are between the most qualified candidates for realizing
fuzzy logic-based as a hardware system[18]. They provide cost-effective development platforms
with an excellent computation capability.

5

2.2 Literature Review
In the field of image processing, the need for migrating from the traditional ways of
developing image processing algorithms based on software to contemporary hardware accelerated
platforms became evident. Real-time image processing systems depend entirely on custom
hardware to perform its operations. The design and development of those hardware systems tend
to be a prolonged and expensive process. Reconfigurable hardware platforms are providing
efficient data-intensive computing systems for such kind of application by supporting the
development of custom hardware accelerators.

`

Image processing algorithms based on fuzzy logic
Image processing using fuzzy logic was proven successful in many applications, and
medical imaging is one of the active research’s venues in that perspective. The authors in [19],
presented a fuzzy-based to detect a red spot on the eye retina called microaneurysms as a sign for
diagnostic of diabetic retinopathy. The proposed system consisted of the image acquisition stage,
image processing using the fuzzy technique to detect and localize the microaneurysms, and image
classification. Image edge detection, as a part of most image processing algorithms, using fuzzy
logic is an active research topic. Na et al. proposed a system that infuses CT image and MRI image
for a better content analysis [20]. Their system uses a 3 gray-level fuzzy inference infusion process.
An objective opinion vouches that the system is produced more informative results.
Fuzzy logic is also used in edge detection and image segmentation applications. One
research used the pixels’ gradient and standard deviation values as inputs to the fuzzy system [21].
The fuzzy system proposed in this paper decides on which pixel is considered an edge, or not, by
carrying out inference calculations based upon a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Kuo et al. used
Sugeno-type fuzzy to enhance and extract edges. Their method overperformed conventional
6

methods such as Prewitt and Sobel methods by automatically applying one of four different
thresholds rather than a single threshold as for standard methods. Authors in [22] present a type-2
fuzzy logic-based edge detection system based on a morphological gradient technique. They used
the theory of alpha planes to implement a generalized type-2 fuzzy logic system. The research
focused on showing the advantages of using the type-2 fuzzy logic system for edge detection
applications. Authors in [23] proposed a distinction version of a fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm
that incorporates the local spatial information of the image with the grayscale intensity of pixels
in a new algorithm called fuzzy local information C-Means (FLICM). The research results showed
a system immunity to a specific type of noise.
Gong et al. presented an image segmentation algorithm based on an improved FCM
methodology. FCM allows any data point to be classified as apart of multiple sectors with different
degree of membership. Conventional FCM proved useful in the segmentation of noise-free image
but fails in segmenting noise images. They utilize local spatial information to introduce the
unsupervised clustering FCM algorithm[24]. Their test results showed better segmentation
accuracy compare to other enhanced FCM algorithms. Parker and Hall introduced two accelerated
FCM algorithms to estimate an optimal subsample size. They compared their algorithm with
standard FCM and some other accelerated FCM algorithms, and they found a speedup of up to 47
times in some case with partition accuracy with 1% of standard FCM [25].
Zaher et al. used a fuzzy logic-based system to optimally orient the position of solar panels
depends on real-time satellite imagery. They used METEOSAT imagery to detect cloud density
and duration in conjunction with a fuzzy inference system to predict the optimal position of solar
panels. Their experimental prototype achieved a power gain of 23% comparing with continues
tracking solar power systems [26].
7

Real-time image processing
Modern imaging systems are producing a massive amount of data in a short time span
defined by the frame rate. Systems with the capacity to process that amount of data within such a
short time period are called real-time image processing systems. In [27], the authors presented a
real-time image features extraction system based on scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
algorithm. SIFT relies on a comparing the object extracted from an image to a set of predefined
features stored in a database. Their system uses a three stages pipeline architecture to extract
around 890 features from a video stream with a 640x480 frame resolution at a rate of 3.4
milliseconds per frame operating at 100 MHz and using 5.729 Mb of static random-access memory
(SRAM).
Zhao et al. introduced a multi-core real-time image processing for cold rolling defect
inspection. The system uses a real-time Linux operating system and multi-core hardware platform.
They deployed a segmentation algorithm on the system that produced 3.2-time processing gain
compared to a single-core system [28]. Authors in [29] presented a graphs processing unit (GPU)
based real-time Synthetic phased array (SPA) system. The system accomplished a processing rate
of 45 frames per second with a gain of 4.5 times over their multi-core base system.
Grantner et al. presented a real-time intelligent assessment system for laparoscopic
surgical training. Their system was designed to monitor the movement of the surgical tools inside
a laparoscopic surgical training box. They used video feeds from two video sensor to track the
movement in real-time. The tracking information was companied with timing and force applied to
the surgical tool handle and assessed in real-team using a multi-layer fuzzy logic system [30].

8

Hardware accelerators
Fuzzy logic-based systems by nature are computing intensive systems. FPGAs are used to
facilitate the implementation of fuzzy logic-based systems. As in [31], the authors used a Hardware
Description Language (HDL) to design and implement a Mamdani-type fuzzy system. Sepúlveda
and his colleague [32], utilized the Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processor to regulate the position of a
3D experimental platform using a fuzzy logic controller (FLC). The rotational movements of the
platform axes were controlled using three independent fuzzy PD+I controllers. The fuzzy
controller was implemented using Xilinx VERTIX5 FPGA.
In [33], the authors designed and realized an FLC with online fuzzy parameter feed using
Ethernet on a Xilinx Virtex V LX110T FPGA chip. The FLC hardware was tested on a system to
control the water level in a tank. The authors in [34], proposed a hardware /software co-design of
an image processing system using All Programmable System on Chip (AP-SoC) platform. They
suggest a real-time Laplacian fusion system that benefits from the high rate data exchange between
the processing system (PS) and the programmable logic (PL) of an XC7Z020 AP-SoC chip. Their
system tested to process up to 24 frames per second.
Another research presented an FPGA acceleration architecture for edge detection using
fuzzy logic methodology. Their fuzzy logic-based edge detection relies on a vector of the
morphological gradient. They claim that their system is capable of processing 24 fps where each
frame is consisting of 640x480 pixels [35]. The authors in [36]developed a hardware accelerator
architecture on FPGA for real-time edge detection. The hardware accelerator was an
implementation of Sobel edge detection operator. They used Altera Stratix III board to deploy their
design that achieved a processing rate of 30 fps with a frame resolution of 720 × 480. In [37], the
authors presented a moving window architecture for Canny edge detection using FPGA. The
9

architecture uses many parallel stages to achieve a processing time of 3.1 milliseconds for each
frame of resolution of 1080 × 720 with 339 MHz of fabric operating frequency using Xilinx Virtex
5 devices.
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CHAPTER 3: FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS
3.1 Introduction
Over the last three decades, the advances in FPGA technology opened the horizon for a
broad spectrum of digital systems for implementation on FPGAs such as signal processing system,
image enhancement, and hardware accelerators to be implemented on devices with low power
consumption profile and relatively low price[38]. The main difference between FPGAs and a
microprocessor or any other application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) device is the absence of
a dedicated hardware. FPGAs are configurable devices designed to accommodate virtually any
sequential or combinational digital system. The configuration process is achieved using hardware
description languages such as very high-speed hardware description language (VHDL) and
Verilog. During the configuration process a stream of configuration bits will be used to set the
logic and the routing elements of the device to implement the desired design. The process of
converting an DHL code into configuration bitstream is called the design flow. The design flow
consists of four phases. These phases are design entry, synthesis, place and route, and bitstream
generation. Verification and validation can be done during any of those phases.
3.2 FPGA Architecture
Several FPGA vendors exist. The most recognizable companies in the field of FPGA
technologies are Xilinx and Altera. Patented FPGA architecture varies from one vendor to the
other, however, the typical architecture consists of configurable logic blocks (CLBs),
programmable routing elements, block RAM (BRAM), and Input-Output Blocks (IOBs). New
FPGAs contains other specialized blocks that can be used to increase the speed of common
operation such as generic digital signal processing blocks (DSPs), high speed multiplexed
input/output blocks, and multi-gigabit serial transceivers. Figure (3.1) shows a generalized FPGA
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architecture in which the CLBs are organized in a two-dimensional grid surrounded by
programmable input/output blocks with a network of routing elements connecting the CLBs and
the I/O block together.

Figure 3.1 Generalized FPGA architecture[39]

3.3 Xilinx 7 Series FPGA
Xilinx 7 series FPGAs include four families of devices that are designed to handle different
systems requirements[40]. The devices of these families are ranging from low-cost and highefficiency [41]to ultra-high-end processing and connectivity FPGAs. The families of the Xilinx 7
series FPGAs described as following:
•

Spartan-7 family: designed for high I/O performance, and lowest density to provide the
least cost and the smallest footprint member of 7 series family [42].

•

Artix-7 family: designed and optimized for high performance and high bandwidth for the
used amount of power kind of applications [43].

•

Kintex-7 family: optimized to provide system designs with the best balance between price,
performance, and power consumption[44].
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•

Virtex-7 family: designed and optimized for the highest system performance[45]. The
family is designed for high-speed application such as high-speed networking and deep
learning[46].
All these families are sharing virtually the same architecture with minor customization to

give each subfamily its unique identity. Common architecture features include the configurable
logic block (CLB), I/O tiles, DSP slices, and switching elements.
Configurable logic block
Xilinx 7 series CLB contains two slices and a switching matrix to connect the CLB to the
rest of the FPGA resources. Each slice consists of 4 function generators called look-up tables
(LUT), eight flip-flops as a storage element, carry logic for fast mathematical operation, and widefunction multiplexer. Some slices equipped with distributed RAM and 32-bit shift registers. Those
specialized slices are called SLICEM where the standard slices are called SLICEL[47]. The 7
series CLB differs from the Spartan-6 CLB by adding more routing elements. Figure (3.2) shows
a high-level view of a Xilinx 7 series CLB architecture.

Figure 3.2 Xilinx 7 series CLB architecture[48]
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The LUT can be configured in 6-input 1-output mode or 5-input two output mode where
each output is optionally buffered in a flip-flop. Four of the flip-flops can be configured as either
edge sensitive D flip-flops or level sensitive latches. The other four are can only be used as edge
sensitive D flip-flop. All the flip-flops are driven either by a LUT output or a direct input. The
carry logic allows fast addition operation by bypassing that standard routing network between
adjacent slices[49]. Figure (3.3) shows the storage elements of a slice in 7 series CLB.

Figure 3.3 Storage elements of a slice in Xilinx 7 series CLB[48]
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Block RAM
Xilinx 7 series BRAM designed to store 36 Kbits. 32 Kbits are used for actual data and the
rest utilized for parity is some applications. The BRAM can be configured as one whole block or
two independent 18 Kbits. A 72 Kbits block can be configured by cascading two adjacent 36 Kbits
without any extra hardware. Some of the possible memory configurations are 64K x 1, 32K x 1,
6K x 2, 8K x 4, 4K x 9, 2K x 18, 1K x 36, or 512 x 72. Synchronously, Write and Read operations
happened where the read and write port are independent of each other, and they only share the
memory array[50]. In a write operation, the time required for data to be available on the output
port depends on write mode. These modes are WRITE_FIRST, READ_FIRST, and
NO_CHANGE. Figure (3.4) shows a dual-port 36Kbits BRAM.

Figure 3.4 Dual-port 36Kbits BRAM [51]

In WRITE_FIRST mode, data written into the memory array show up on the output port
in the same cycle. This mode of writing operations allows the use of the output port while writing
to the memory. The timing diagram of WRITE_FIRST mode is shown in figure (3.5). In
READ_FIRST mode, the data on the output port is the data from the previous write operation on
that address as shown in figure (3.6). In NO_CHANGE mode, the data on the output port remain
unchanged during a write as shown in figure (3.7).
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Figure 3.5 Write operation with WRITE_FIRST mode [52]

Figure 3.6 Write operation with READ_FIRST mode [52]

Figure 3.7 Write operation with NO_CHANGE mode [52]

3.4 Xilinx FPGA Design Flow
Xilinx provides consumers with a big arsenal of tools for FPGA development such as ISE,
Vivado design suite, and Vivado HLS. In general, the FPGA system design flow comprises a set
of steps. These steps are described as design entry using hardware description language, synthesis,
an implementation which includes place and route, and configuration bitstream generation and
device programming. Design verification process can take place after each step in the design flow.
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Design verification includes functional verification and timing verification [53]. Figure (3.2)
shows FPGA design flow in Xilinx context.
Creating design project
selecting a target device

Adding design code and
constraints

Design and implementation

Design coding and system
feature evaluation

Functional simulation

Design place and
routing

Timing simulation

Downloading to the
target device and
debugging (ILA)

Bitstream Generation

Copy the bitstream into
EPROM, SD, or QSPI
flash

Figure 3.8 Xilinx FPGA design flow
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Verification and validation

Design synthesis

CHAPTER 4: XILINX ZYNQ SYSTEM ON A CHIP
4.1 Introduction
Image processing algorithms are designed to extract knowledge from an image or video
input[54],[55]. During the last six decades, a tremendous amount of those algorithms has been
developed. Most of those algorithms are using a sequential software implementation model where
the process of execution occurs in the arriving order of the input data. Some algorithms make use
of parallel processing or multitasking paradigm. However, it worth mentioning that real-time
image processing will always be a challenge. It is evident that traditional image processing systems
are failing to meet the demand. Some of the possible solutions for the extensive data processing
nature of the image processing system are the use of multiprocessor, Multi-core, and GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit). Those are expensive, power-hungry solutions and the software
implementation of the processing algorithm will be tied to a specific chip. Another solution is the
ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuited). They are suitable for mass production and
targeting huge markets [56]. Microprocessors are an example of ASIC.
FPGAs are a perfect fit for highly parallel algorithms with a high number of inputs/outputs
which is an inherited nature of an image processing algorithm. They consume low power
relatively, but they cannot support complex decision making. To support complex decision MicroBlaze is used. Micro-Blaze is a soft processor for FPGAs. However, it uses a lot of the limited
FPGA resources and can cause a bottleneck. SoC (System on Chip), on the other hand, integrating
all the necessary electronics circuitry for a complete computer system on a single chip [57],[58].
Along with a CPU, a SoC usually contains a GPU. SoC also contains memory and different
peripherals. Xilinx ZYNQ-7000 AP SoC contains FPGA logic fabric on the same die. The
recourses on the FPGA can be used to build custom hardware accelerators. Custom hardware
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accelerators can outperform any general-purpose hardware with lower power consumption profile
and an affordable price tag.
4.2 Xilinx ZYNQ-7000
Xilinx ZYNQ-7000 AP SoC infuses the processing power of a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
processor with the hardware reconfigurability of a 28 nm Xilinx 7000-series FPGA in a single
chip. The integration between the software programmability and the hardware capability created a
system with unique features that brand it as power efficient and low-cost solution for different
applications.
Xilinx ZYNQ-7000 architecture
Zynq-7000 architecture consists of two primary systems, Processing System (PS) and
Programmable Logic (PL). PS can be categorized into four main blocks. These blocks are
Application Processor Unit (APU), memory interface, I/O peripherals (IOP), and the interconnect
system. Dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor lays in the heart of APU. The cores operate on a
frequency range between 677 MHz and 800 MHz in a single core mode or dual-core mode [59].
The APU also include NEON engine for Single Instruction Multi Data (SIMD) support. Also
exists, 4-way set-associative level 1 cache with 32 KB for instruction and data each, 512 KB
unified 8-way set-associative level 2 cache, dual-ported 256 KB on-chip RAM accessible to CPU
and the PL, 8-channel DMA, timers, and General Interrupt Controller (GIC). The PS encompasses
other powerful features such as input-output peripheral, external memory interface, and cache
controller [60]. The interconnectivity between PS and PL (Programmable Logic) which mainly
consists of an FPGA fabric is secured using a different type of buses. These buses include
Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture Advanced eXtensible Interface (AMBA AXI) to
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achieve data transfer between PS and PL, DMA, Interrupts, Extendable multiplexed I/O (EMIO),
and High-performance AXI ports.
The PL main building block is the CLBs. Each CLB contains eight LUTs and some
fundamental logic element or distributed memory. The distributed memory blocks can configure
as 64x1 or 32x2 bit random access memory (RAM) or a shift register (SRL). It is also equipped
with 16 flip-flops and two 4-bit adders [61]. The other important block in PL is a 36K block RAM.
The BRAM (Block RAM) support true dual-port mode and can be configured as dual 18K
BRAM[62]. The PL also includes Digital Signal Processing (DSP) slices. These specialized slices
support 18x25 signed multiplication. They also contain 48-bit adder-accumulator hardware. The
PL also furnished with some other supporting hardware such as programmable I/O blocks, PL
configuration module, and two Xilinx 12-bit analog to digital converters(XADC)[63]. The
functional block diagram of the Zynq-7000 AP SOC shown in figure (4.1).

Figure 4.1 The functional block diagram of the Zynq-7000 AP SOC [64]
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Xilinx ZYNQ PS-PL interface
Data exchanges between the PS and the PL have accomplished throw out a set of AMBA
AXI3 interfaces. These interfaces are described as following:
•

Two 32-bit AXI master lite interface referred to as general purpose ports (M_AXI_GP).

•

Two 32-bit AXI slave lite interface referred to as general purpose ports (S_AXI_GP).

•

Four 64/32-bit AXI slave full interfaces referred to as high-performance ports (AXI_HP).

•

One 64-bit AXI slave full interface for coherent access to CPU cache (ACP port)[65].
The AXI master lite ports provide the means to transfer data from the PS to the PL. The

data that can be sent to the PL throughout those port is limited, and they are suitable for
configuration purposes. Each one of those ports has its address range. The software on the PS can
execute read or write instruction to those addresses resulting in an AXI read or write transaction
going to the PL through the respective GP port. The other two AXI slave lite ports allow any block
on the PL with an AXI master lite port to access the main memory on the PS or any other peripheral
on the PS.
The four AXI slave full high-performance port support high-bandwidth data transfer from
the PL to the on-chip memory (OCM) of the processor and the DDR3 memories of the PS using
either 32 or 64-bit data bus. Those ports support different burst modes using control logic and
buffering mechanisms for different independent AXI transactions. These ports designed to support
heavy workload such as buffering video frames in the DDR memories. The ACP port is optimized
for access from the PL directly to caches of the ARM Cortex processors. Assuming data is in the
processor cache, ACP port allows PL hardware accelerator to access data with very low latency in
a case of a hit in level1 or level 2 caches[66].
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Xilinx ZYNQ 7000 address map
Zynq-7000 uses a 32-bit address resulting and address space range between 0000-0000 and
FFFF-FFFF. The way that the actual resources allocated to that address space are defined by what
is called an address map. In the address map, some ranges are indicated as reserved and they should
not be used. Other ranges are only accessed by the CPU and the ACP port or the PL and other
buses. The table (4.1) shows a detailed Zynq-7000 address map, where the shaded areas are
reserved address range[61].
Table 4.1 The ZYNQ-7000 address map
Address Range

CPUs and ACP

AXI_HP

Other Masters Buses

0000_0000:0003_FFFF

OCM

OCM

OCM

0001_0000:0001_FFFF

DDR

OCM

OCM

0002_0000:0002_FFFF

DDR

DDR

DDR

DDR

DDR

DDR

DDR

0003_0000:0003_FFFF
0004_0000:0005_FFFF

DDR

0006_0000:0007_FFFF
0008_0000:000B_FFFF

DDR

0008_0000:000F_FFFF
0010_0000:3FFF_FFFF

DDR

4000_0000:7FFF_FFFF

PL

PL

8000_0000: BFFF_FFFF

PL

PL

E000_0000: E02F_FFFF

IOP

IOP

E100_0000: E5FF_FFFF

SMC

SMC

F800_0000: F800_0BFF

SLCR

SLCR

F800_1000: F880_FFFF

PS

PS

F890_0000: F8F0_2FFF

CPU

FC00_0000: FDFF_FFFF

Quad-SPI

FFFC_0000: FFFD_FFFF

OCM

Quad-SPI
OCM

FFFD_0000: FFFF_FFFF
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OCM

4.3 AMBA AXI Protocols
AXI protocol architected to support five independent group of transaction each called a
channel. These channels are read address channel, read data channel, write address channel, write
data channel, and write response channel. Information describing the nature of the data transfer
transaction is carried out by address channels. Data exchange between an AXI master and an AXI
slave occurs on write data channel or read data channel[67]. The write response channel facilitates
the process of handling transmission errors using the slave response signals.
AXI protocols feature the separation between the address and data transfer, use byte strobes
to sustenance unaligned data transfer, utilize the use of the start address only in a burst-based type
of transactions, and support completion of the transaction in an out of order fashion [68]. These
features make it suitable for application with high-bandwidth requirements. Figure (4.2) shows the
channel architect of write channels while figure (4.3) shows the channel architect of the read
channels.

Figure 4.2 AXI write channels architecture [69]
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Figure 4.3 AXI read channels architecture [69]

The fourth-generation architecture of the AMBA interface specification from ARM is
called AXI-4 protocol. AXI-4 protocol supports two types of interfaces, Stream, and Memorymapped. AXI-4 Stream is designed to be used with applications with a focus on a data-centric and
data-flow paradigm where the concept of address does not exist or not required. It supports dataonly burst with unlimited beats per burst. AXI-4 Memory-mapped, on the other hand, is a
traditional memory-mapped address/data interfaces. AXI-4 Memory-mapped comes with two
variations, AXI-4 Full, and AXI4 Lite. AXI-4 Full support data burst up to 256 beats per burst. It
uses an address within the system memory addresses range to complete data transfer between a
master and slave. AXI4- Lite is a single address signal data type of interface. It supports only a
single beat per a transaction, and therefore it is suitable for application with low bandwidth
requirements.
4.4 Hardware Software Co-design Flow
Currently, real-time embedded systems are often implemented as a cooperated hardwaresoftware system[70]. Hardware-software co-design approach relies on the process of partitioning
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the system into submodules and decides which module can be implemented by using software and
which one can be implemented as hardware. In general, modules with heavy decision-making
nature are better off to be dealt with using a software solution. Specialized hardware accelerators,
on the other hands, are an excellent fit to deal with modules that perform the same job over and
over [71]. Hardware-software co-design flow, in Xilinx context, is facilitated by Vivado Design
Suite. Vivado Design Suite includes Vivado IP integrator tool, Software Development Kit (SDK),
and embedded processing Intellectual Property (IP). Figure (4.3) shows Xilinx hardware software
co-design flow.

Figure 4.4 Xilinx hardware software co-design flow [72]
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CHAPTER 5: FUZZY LOGIC BASED EDGE DETECTOR DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Introduction
Edge detection is one of the fundamental tasks for any image processing system. It serves
as a supporting task for a variety of algorithms such as image segmentation, objects identification,
and feature extraction. Consequently, different methods evolved to accomplish this task. The most
commonly known methods include Sobel, Laplacian, Prewitt, and fuzzy logic-based methodology.
In this chapter, the design and implementation of a pipelined hardware architecture for a fuzzy
logic-based edge detector accelerator using Xilinx Vivado, ModelSim and a set of Xilinx 7000series FPGA devices are presented. Also, a partially reconfigurable design of the defuzzification
stage is described and implemented. The hardware accelerator consists of seven stages of the
pipeline. The execution for each stage is one clock cycle.
The proposed fuzzy-based edge detection system consists of four modules as follows:
preprocessing subsystem where raw grayscale values of the input pixels pass through four different
liner spatial filters, fuzzification subsystem in which four fuzzy input variables are created and
fuzzified, inference system, and defuzzification subsystem where a single crisp output is generated
as an output. The knowledge base is implemented using seven rules, and different defuzzification
method is used.
5.2 The Fuzzy Logic-Based Edge Detector
The proposed edge detection system is a Mamdani-type fuzzy system[73]. The system
multi-input signal output consists of four fuzzy inputs, one output, and seven IF-THEN rules. The
first two inputs are the gradients concerning the x-axis and the y-axis out of a kernel of 3×3 pixels.
The corresponding fuzzy sets are denoted as GX, and GY, respectively. The output of a low-pass
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filter represents the third input and the associated fuzzy set is named LP. The fourth one is the
output of a high-pass filter and the fuzzy set representing this input is HP. The system was designed
using MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox as shown in figure (5.1).

Figure 5.1 MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox of the proposed edge detector

The preprocessing subsystem
In the preprocessing subsystem, a kernel of 3×3 pixels coming from the input image is
processed to calculate the gradient in x-direction, gradient in y-direction, low pass filter outcome,
and high pass filter outcome using Equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), respectively. Where

I ( x, y ) represents the input Kernel.
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 − 1 0 1
GX =   − 2 0 2  I ( x, y )
x =1 y =1
 − 1 0 1

(5.1)

− 1 − 2 − 1
GY =    0
0
0   I ( x, y )
x =1 y =1
 1
2
1 

(5.2)

1 1 1
1
LP =  1 1 1   I ( x, y )
9
x =1 y =1
1 1 1

(5.3)

− 1 − 1 − 1
1
HP =  − 1 8 − 1   I ( x, y )
9
x =1 y =1
− 1 − 1 − 1

(5.4)

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

The fuzzification subsystem
In the fuzzification subsystem, crisp inputs generated by the preprocessing subsystem
converted into fuzzy quantities. Linguistic variables are used to represent the fuzzy quantities
spanning over a practical range of crisp values. For each input, three fuzzy sets defined over the
universes of discourses.
The fuzzy sets are called LOW, MED, and HIGH and implemented as membership
functions (MF). LOW and HIGH are trapezoids MFs defend as trapmf [0 0 42 127] for LOW and
trapmf [127 212 255 255] for HIGH, while MED is a triangle MF defend as trimf [42 127 212].
The membership functions are distributed over a universe of discourse values of 0 to 255 (the
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intensity value represenation in grayscale images) as illustrated in figures (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and
(5.5).

Figure 5.2 Input variable GX membership functions

Figure 5.3 Input variable GY membership functions

Figure 5.4 Input variable LP membership functions
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Figure 5.5 Input variable HP membership functions

The inference system
In the inference system, logic rules applied to a knowledge base to induce additional
information. The proposed system knowledge base is made up of seven fuzzy IF-THEN rules as
shown in Table (5.1).
Table 5.1 The proposed system fuzzy rules
Fuzzy inputs

Fuzzy output

GX

GY

HP

LF

E

LOW

LOW

x

x

LOW

MED

MED

x

x

MED

HIGH

HIGH

x

x

HIGH

LOW

x

LOW

x

MED

x

LOW

LOW

x

MED

LOW

x

x

LOW

LOW

x

LOW

x

LOW

LOW
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All the rules have the same weight. In the implication process, the MIN operator is used
for the fuzzy intersection, and the MAX operator is used for the fuzzy union, respectively. The
fuzzy union is used to pick the linguistic variable with the most membership function strength for
each input.
The defuzzification subsystem
For the single output variable E (Edge), three membership functions defined, LE, ME, and
HE. All three membership functions are triangular. They are distributed over the universe of
discourse values from 0 to 255 as shown in figure (5.6). For defuzzification, the Mean of the
Maxima (MOM) method used.

Figure 5.6 Output variable E membership functions

5.3 The Hardware Accelerator Design
A pipelined hardware accelerator is designed and implemented on some Xilinx 7000-series
devices using the Xilinx Vivado Design Suite. The accelerator design consists of four main blocks
as following: Preprocessor, Fuzzifier, Inference System, and Defuzzifier. It extends over seven
pipeline stages.The Preprocessor represents the three first stages, the inference system utilizes two
stages, and the other two blocks use one stage each.
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The preprocessing block
The hardware architecture of the Preprocessor includes a Block RAM (BRAM) Module
that is configured as a Dual-Port RAM with asynchronous Read and Write cycles. The memory
organization is set up with a parallel data width of 72 bits by 512 locations. Each location contains
the representation of the intensity of 9 pixels forming a 3×3 kernel window. The first pipeline stage
reads one location from memory. For calculating the gradient in the x-direction, the gradient in the
y-direction, the low pass filter, and the high pass filter, a dedicated block of hardware was
implemented for each one of them. Each block utilizes two stages out of the system’s seven
pipeline stages, and they work in parallel.
For GX and GY, two functional sub-blocks were designed to execute the process of
calculating the positive and negative parts of the gradient masks in Equations (5.1) and (5.2). These
sub-blocks work in parallel, and they form the second stage of the pipeline. The third stage
performs the tasks as follows: the addition of the outputs of the previous sub-blocks, finding the
magnitude value of the sum and scaling the value down to the established maximum value (255 in
this case) if the results exceed this maximum. For LP, three sub-blocks were designed to find the
sum of each row in Equation (5.3). These sub-blocks work in parallel and represent the second
stage of the pipeline in the LP block. The third stage calculates the sum of the results of the
previous stage and divides the result by 9 to find the average.
The last block is the HP. This block is also divided into two stages. The first stage consists
of three sub-blocks. The first sub-block performs the process of multiplying the first four elements
of the HP mask in Equation (5.4) with their corresponding input pixels and finds the sum. The
second sub-block does the same as the first sub-block but for the last four elements of the HP
mask. The third sub-block carries out the multiplication of the center element by 8. The second
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stage calculates the sum of the previous stage and then divides the sum over 9. The preprocessor
unit’s functional block diagram shown in figure (5.7).

Figure 5.7 The preprocessor functional block diagram
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The fuzzification block
The conversion of crisp inputs into fuzzy variables takes place in the fourth stage of the
system pipeline at the fuzzification block. The fuzzification block design consists of four identical
sub-blocks working in parallel. These sub-blocks map the crisp inputs to linguistic labels in the
corresponding fuzzy universes of discourses along with the degrees of consistency. The inputs of
the fuzzifier block are GX, GY, LF, and HF which are the outputs of the preprocessor block, as
well as CLK, ARESET, and Valid_In. The outputs of the fuzzification block are as follows: fuzzy
variable 1(GX_FV), degree of consistency of variable 1(GX_DoM), fuzzy variable 2(GY_FV),
degree of consistency of variable 2(GY_DoM), fuzzy variable 3(LP_FV), degree of consistency
of variable 3(LP_DoM), fuzzy variable 4(HP_FV), degree of consistency of variable 4(HP_DoM),
and a Valid_Out signal from each sub-block.
The degree of consistency or degree of membership is implemented using eight bits signal
that can hold a value between 0 and 255. For the fuzzy variable, a signal consists of two bits is
used allowing the possibility of four different variables. The fuzzy sets LOW, MED, and HIGH
were implemented using simple trigonometric shapes defined with a maximum of four points and
two slops. Two essential membership functions are supported by the system, trapezoid, and
triangle. The definitions and the related functions have been created in a VHDL package called
FUZZY. The package also included other hardware implementations of essential functions such
as fuzzy union, fuzzy intersection and unsigned division. The fuzzification unit’s functional block
diagram is presented in figure (5.8).
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Figure 5.8 The function block diagram of the fuzzification unit
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The inference system block
The hardware design of the inference system uses two stages of the system’s seven pipeline
stages. The first stage implements the knowledge base, which consists of seven IF-THEN rules,
and calculates the implication for each rule. The second stage performs the aggregation of the
outcomes of the rules into three fuzzy variables LE, ME, and HE, respectively. The inference
system block diagram is given in figure (5.9).

Figure 5.9 The inference system block diagram

The defuzzification block
In this stage, the aggregated fuzzy variables LE, ME, and HE are defuzzified using Mean
of Maxima defuzzification method. The output of the Defuzzifier Unit is an 8-bit representation
of a pixel intensity value in the output image. The Defuzzifier Unit’s block diagram is shown in
figure (5.10).
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Figure 5.10 The defuzzifier block diagram

The partially reconfigurable design
In this design, the aggregated fuzzy variables LE, ME, and HE are defuzzified using
smallest of maximum (SOM) or middle of maximum (MOM) or largest of maximum (LOM)
defuzzification methods. Defuzzification method is implement using Vivado HLS. The
implementation of the defuzzification modules was written using C code along with a test bench.
Vivado

HLS

synthesized

the

main

function

written

in

the

C

code,

named

rModule_Defuzzification, into RTL design. arbitrary precision integer of the length of 8 was used
to implement the function interfaces. Table (5.2) shows the pseudo-code for the implemented
design.
Table 5.2 Pseudo-code of SOM defuzzification
rModule_Defuzzification (uint8 LE, uint8 ME, unit8 HE, uint8 Output)
{
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If (LE > ME and LE> HE)
Output= Calculate_Crisp (MF, LE)
Else If (ME > LE and ME> HE)
Output= Calculate_Crisp (MF, ME)
Else If (HE > LE and HE> ME)
Output= Calculate_Crisp (MF, HE)
}
Uint8 Calculate_Crisp (MembershipFunction MF, uint8 Value)
{
If (MF is Triangle)
Return Triangle_Crisp(Value)
else
Return Trapizoid_Crisp(Value)
}

Vivado Design Suite (2016.4) supports only non-project Tcl-based design flow for partial
reconfiguration designs on FPGAs using bottom-up synthesis. The bottom-up approach uses
multiple netlists from different projects or design checkpoint (DCP) to create the static design
along with the reconfigurable partitions (RP). The static design includes all the logic that is not
subject to reconfiguration. RP is a design element that is marked for reconfiguration. The portion
of the design that will occupy the RP is known as a reconfigurable module (RM) [74]. The process
of generating a partially reconfigurable design from RTL to partial Bitstream generation using the
Vivado Design Suite can be summarized as follows:
1. Synthesize the static design and generate DCP.
2. Synthesize the RM and generates DCP using bottom-up methodology.
3. The DCP created before will use to load the static design along with RM for each RP
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4. Use a floor planning tool to define each RP.
5. Design rule checker (DRC) will be executed to verify the correctness of the floorplanning
process.
6. Optimize, place, and route the design and save DCP.
7. Reiterate steps 3 to 6 for each single RM
8. Execute PR_Verify command to validate the reconfigurable design
9. Generate partial Bitstream files for each single RM
The partially reconfigurable design of the hardware accelerator implements the first six
stages as a static portion while the defuzzification unit uses one RP and three RM as illustrated in
(5.11).

Figure 5.11 Partially reconfigurable system diagram

5.4 Experiment Setup and Performance Analysis
A hardware accelerator for a fuzzy logic-based edge detector was designed, implemented,
and tested. The system’s performance has been compared, in the presence of noise, with three
traditional edge detection techniques. The pipelined hardware accelerator was developed using
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Xilinx Vivado and simulated using Mentor Graphics ModelSim. The performance of the hardware
accelerator was investigated using different Xilinx Artix7 devices and compared to a software
version of the system.
Performance analysis of the proposed fuzzy logic-based system
The proposed system was tested using two benchmark grayscale images, Lenna and the
Cameraman. The results were compared with other edge detection techniques such as Sobel’s,
Roberts’s, and Marr-Hildreth edge detection methods using the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) as a
quantitative measure. SNR is the physical indicator of the imaging system sensitivity to noise [75].
It is calculated using Equation (5.5).
n x −1n y −1

SNR = 10 log10

  r (x, y )

0
n x −1n y −1

2

(5.5)

0

  r (x, y ) − t ( x, y )
0

2

0

Where r is the reference image, t is the image to be tested, nx is the width of the image in
pixels, and ny is the height of the image in pixels. The reference image was produced by using the
designated edge technique with the absence of noise. The MATLAB test code is shown in the table
(5.3).
Table 5.3 MATLAB testing code
clear all;
clc;
filename = uigetfile({'*.bmp';'*.jpg';'*.gif'},'Select image file');
OrgImg=imread(filename);
if ~ismatrix(OrgImg)

g1=rgb2gray(OrgImg);
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else
g1=OrgImg;
end
g1=imresize (g1,[512 512]);
[n m]=size(g1);
fprintf('1-Without noise\n');
fprintf('2-With salt and pepper noise\n');
fprintf('3-With Poisson noise\n');
Noi=input('enter you selection: ');
doitagain=1;
while(doitagain == 1)
switch(Noi)
case 1
figure;
imshow(g1);
title('Orignial Image');
doitagain=0;
case 2
g1=imnoise(g1,'salt & pepper',.03);
figure;
imshow(g1);
title('Orignial Image with salt and pepper noise');
doitagain=0;
case 3
g1=imnoise(g1,'poisson');
imshow(g1);
title('Orignial Image with poisson noise');
doitagain=0;
otherwise
fprintf('Wronge selection please try again\n');
doitagain=1;
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end
end
imwrite(g1,'original333.bmp');
fzyImg=uint8(zeros(n,m));
FzyImg2=uint8(zeros(n,m));
SobImg=uint8(zeros(n,m));
RobertImg=uint8(zeros(n,m));
MarrImg=uint8(zeros(n,m));
fprintf('\n\n 1-fuzzy logic edge detection\n');
fprintf('3-Sobel edge detection\n');
fprintf('4-Marr-Hildreth edge detection\n');
fprintf('5-Roberts edge detection\n');
switch(input('enter you selection: '))
case 1
%-----------------Fuzzy edge detection ---------------FISVHHL=readfis('FUZZYEDGE2.fis');
KernelGx = [-1 0 1;-2 0 2;-1 0 1];
KernelGy = [1 2 1;0 0 0;-1 -2 -1];
KernelHp = [-1 -1 -1;-1 8 -1;-1 -1 -1]/9;
KernelLp = [1 1 1 ;1 1 1 ;1 1 1 ]/9;
Ver = imfilter(g1, KernelGx);
Hor = imfilter(g1, KernelGy);
High = imfilter(g1, KernelHp);
Low = imfilter(g1, KernelLp);
for i=2:n-1
for j=2:m-1
tic;
InData=[Ver(i,j) Hor(i,j) High(i,j) Low(i,j)];
h=double(InData);
fzyImg(i,j)=evalfis(h,FISVHHL);
time=toc;
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end
end
imshow(fzyImg);
imwrite(fzyImg,'Fuzzy.bmp');
title('Hybrid fuzzy Edge Detection');
case 3
%-----------------Sobel edge detection ------------------SobImg = edge(g1,'Sobel');
figure;
imshow(SobImg);
SobImg=im2uint8(SobImg);
imwrite(SobImg,'Sobel.bmp');
title ('Sobel Edge Detection');
case 4
%-----------------Marr-Hildreth edge detection ----------MarrImg = edge(g1,'log',0.01,2.0);
figure;
imshow(MarrImg);
MarrImg=im2uint8(MarrImg);
imwrite(MarrImg,'Marrs.bmp');
title ('Marr-Hildreth Edge Detection');
case 5
%-----------------Roberts edge detection --------------------RobertImg = edge(g1,'roberts');
figure;
imshow(RobertImg);
RobertImg=im2uint8(RobertImg);
imwrite(RobertImg,'Roberts.bmp');
title ('Roberts Edge Detection');
end
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the system showed better immunity to noise compared to the other methods in most of the
cases. The noise test was carried out using artificial noise added to the original image as shown in
figures (5.12) through (5.17).

Figure 5.12 SNR in dB using different artificial noise using Cameraman’s

Figure 5.13 SNR in dB using different artificial noise (Lena’s image as source)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.14 Cameraman with 3% salt and pepper noise (a) SOM (b) MOM (c) LOM (d)Sobel (e) Roberts (f)MarrHildreth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.15 Cameraman with 0.1% salt and pepper noise (a) SOM (b) MOM (c) LOM (d)Sobel (e) Roberts
(f)Marr-Hildreth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.16 Lenna with 3% salt and pepper noise (a) SOM (b) MOM (c) LOM (d)Sobel (e) Roberts (f)MarrHildreth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.17 Lenna with 0.1% salt and pepper noise (a) SOM (b) MOM (c) LOM (d)Sobel (e) Roberts (f)MarrHildreth
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Performance analysis of the proposed hardware accelerator
The hardware accelerator design based upon a pipeline architecture of seven stages. Each
stage requires just one clock cycle of execution time. A grayscale frame of a size 1920x1080 was
used to test the system performance. The system was tested using a set of Xilinx Artix7 devices
with different speed grades as indicated in Table (5.4).
Table 5.4 Device utilization and maximum operating speed

Device Name

Maximum
Speed (MHz)

Time to
process a
frame(ms)

BRAM

DSP48
E

FF

LUT

Artix7-Xc7a100t csg324-1

88.333

27.373

1

2

269

843

Artix7 Xc7a100t csg324-2

90.909

25.091

1

2

269

843

Artix7 Xc7a100t csg324-3

100.00

22.809

1

2

269

843

100.00

22.809

1

2

269

843

111.111

20.529

1

2

269

843

125.00

18.248

1

2

269

843

Kentix7 Xc7k160t fbg4841
Kentix7 Xc7k160 tfbg4842
Kentix7 Xc7k160 tfbg4843

With respect to the partially reconfigurable design of the defuzzification block, two designs
approaches were investigated, non-optimized design and inline function optimization. The nonoptimized design approach produces RLT design that requires a latency of 1~12 cycle. Using inline
function optimization design utilizes DSP48E slices to perform the mathematical operation
required to calculate crisp values. The execution time was optimized to one cycle. The optimized
approached showed better utilization and execution time compare to hard-coded RTL design. The
hardware utilization, timing, and design approach for the defuzzification unit using HLS and RTL
on different devices are illustrated in the table (5.5).
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Device
family

Artix-7

Artix-7
Artix-7
Artix-7
Kintex-7
Kintex-7
Kintex-7
Artix-7
Artix-7
Artix-7
Kintex-7
Kintex-7
Kintex-7

Design method

None optimized
HLS

optimized HLS

optimized HLS

optimized HLS

optimized HLS

optimized HLS

optimized HLS

RTL

RTL

RTL

RTL

RTL

RTL

Design

Xc7k160tfbg484-3

Xc7k160tfbg484-2

Xc7k160tfbg484-1

Xc7a100tcsg324-3

Xc7a100tcsg324-2

Xc7a100tcsg324-1

Xc7k160tfbg484-3

Xc7k160tfbg484-2

Xc7k160tfbg484-1

Xc7a100tcsg324-3

Xc7a100tcsg324-2

Xc7a100tcsg324-1

Xc7a100tcsg324-1

Device number

Hardware

125.00

111.111

100.00

100.00

90.909

88.333

125.00

111.111

100.00

100.00

90.909

88.333

88.333

Targeted
frequency
(MHz)

8

9

10

10

11

12

8

9

10

10

11

12

12

Targeted
time (ns)

6.76

7.51

8.73

8.91

9.87

11.07

6.56

7.22

8.21

8.28

9.16

10.42

9.79

Estimate
d time
(ns)

Timing

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1-12

Number
of cycles
required

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BRAM

Table 5.5 Device utilization and operating speed of the (SOM) defuzzification module

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

DSP48E

Utilization

9

9

9

9

9

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

108

FF

65

65

65

65

65

65

55

55

55

55

55

55

178

LUT

The timing simulation for the non-optimized design and the inline function optimization
for SOM defuzzification module are shown in figure (5.18) and figure (5.19), respectively.

Figure 5.18 Simulation of defuzzification unit using a non-optimized design approach

Figure 5.19 Simulation of the defuzzification unit using inline function optimization
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The tests showed the system capable of working with a clock frequency rate of up to
100MHz producing an output pixel in each 10 ns. Simulation results using an 11-nanosecond clock
cycle have shown that the system needs 77 ns (7 cycles) to fill the pipeline and after that 176 ns
(16 cycles) to produce 16 outputs as illustrated in figure (5.20). To compare the performance of
the hardware accelerator with its software counterpart, MATLAB was used to implement the
system on a PC with Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB of memory. The tests yield execution time
of 1.3178 milliseconds per pixel. The system can process a frame with 1080P HD resolution within
0.020736 seconds or a 0.62208 second for a stream of 30 frames per seconds. It is equivalent to
about 45 frames per second. The hardware accelerator is outperforming its software counterpart
by a factor of ten thousand times.

Figure 5.20 Hardware accelerator simulation on Artix-7 Xc7a100tcsg324-2
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CHAPTER 6: HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN OF THE SUPPORT PLATFORM
6.1 Introduction
Over time, the correlation between hardware and software design became inevitable. Xilinx
platform that supports hardware software co-design approach known as all programmable system
on a chip. The term all programmable system on a chip, in Xilinx context, refers to an integrated
circuit in which a single or multi-core hard processor such as ARM Cortex-A9 is bounded with an
FPGA fabric, high-performance memory system, memory mapped peripherals, and AMBA
interconnect ports[76]. AP SoC provides a fully programmable platform as an alternative for the
traditional ASIC and SoC. This platform unleashes the possibility of a powerful collaboration
between system design and software development in a hardware/software co-design flows leading
to more efficient solutions.
6.2 Design Description
In this chapter, the design and implementation of a support platform for spatial image filters
hardware accelerators on Xilinx Zynq devices are presented. Single instance and multiple instances
approaches are covered. The first approach utilizes the hardware accelerator design presented in
the previous chapter with the required changes to put the PS part of Zynq in control of feeding data
inputs to the hardware accelerator and collecting the results back. Data exchange between the
memory system on the PS part and the hardware accelerator on the PL part is taking place
throughout the interconnect system using high-performance ports (HP) and general-purpose ports
(GP). The second approach makes use of the extra available resources on the PL by instantiating
more instances of the hardware accelerator being used in the first approach. The PS system
distributes the load evenly between the accelerators to achieve the maximum possible
performance.
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6.3 Single Instance Support Platform
The single instance support platform architecture is illustrated in figure (6.1). The support
platform consists of five sub-blocks as following: AXI slave config port, AXI master data port,
memory to accelerator unit, accelerator to memory unit, and control unit. The inputs of the support
platform are AXI slave lite bus connecting the platform to the Zynq PS part through GP0 port for
configuration purposes, CLK, RESET, 8 bits of data from the accelerator, and data valid from
accelerator signal. The support platform outputs are AXI master full bus connecting the platform
to the Zynq PS part through HP0 port for data exchange with memory system on the Zynq PS, 72
bits of data going to the accelerator, a data valid to the accelerator signal, and frame done interrupt
signal to interrupt the ARM Cortex A9 on the Zynq PS upon the completion of processing a frame.
The inner connection between the sub-blocks is secured using user-defined buses and direct
signals. Those buses are control-to-atm, control-to-mta, control-to-slave, and control-to-master.

Figure 6.1 Support platform functional block diagram
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The AXI slave configuration port
The critical role of the AXI slave configuration port block is to pass the initial configuration
information to the support platform control unit. This information includes the start signal, clear
interrupt signal, source buffer base address, destination buffer base address, number of rows,
number of columns, and the depth of local buffers. It also informs the PS part of the Zynq about
the status of the support platform using a 32 bits status register. Those signals are grouped in a
user-defined bus interface called slave-to-control as shown in figure (6.2).

Figure 6.2 AXI slave configuration port integrated IP block

The ARM Cortex A9 core on the Zynq PS issues the initialization information to the AXI
slave configuration port throughout GP0 port using AXI lite transaction. The AXI slave
configuration port serves as a slave to GP0 master port and thus needed to fully implement AXI
lite protocol. The implementation of the AXI lite protocol was carried out using two finite state
machines (FSM) and eight local registers each of which is a 32-bits.
The first FSM was designed to implement the functions of the AXI read address channel
(AXI-AR) and the AXI read channel (AXI-R) using four states. Those states are reset, read address
latch, read local register, and gen read valid. The reset state requires one clock cycle and executes
only once during the system startup. The read address latch state waits for ARVALID signal to be
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asserted to latch the address value from the AXI read address channel at ARADDR and assert the
ARREADY signal. The state needs another clock cycle to de-assert ARREADY signal. The read
local register state loads one of the 8 local registers depends on the address latched by the previous
state to RDATA buffer of the AXI read data channel. The gen read valid state asserts RVALID
signal and waits for RREADY signal to be asserted by the master. The state then uses another
clock cycle to de-assert RVALID signal and move back to read address latch state. The read FSM
requires a minimum of five clock cycles to execute. The state diagram of the read FSM is shown
in figure (6.3).

Figure 6.3 AXI slave configuration port read FSM states diagram

The second FSM was designed to carry out the functionality of the AXI write address
channel (AXI-AW), and the AXI write channel (AXI-W) and the AXI response channel (AXI-B)
using five states. Those states are reset, write address latch, write local register, gen write ready,
and write a response. The reset state requires one clock cycle and executes only once during the
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system startup. The write address latch state waits for AWVALID signal to be asserted by the
master to latch the address value from the AXI write address channel at AWADDR and assert the
AWREADY signal. The state consumes another cycle to de-assert the AWREADY signal. The
write local register state waits for the WVALID to be asserted by the master to save the content
WDATA of the AXI write data channel to one of the 8 local registers depends on the address
latched by the previous state and the WSTRB signal. The gen write ready state asserts the
WREADY signal for one cycle. The write response state asserts the BVALID signal and waits for
the master to assert the BREADY signal. The write FSM requires a minimum of seven clock cycles
to execute. The state diagram of the write FSM is shown in figure (6.4).

Figure 6.4 AXI slave configuration port write FSM states diagram

Validation of the block design was accomplished by simulation. The simulation in figure
(6.5) shows that all the internal registers have been written and read back correctly. It also shows
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a concurrent write cycle and read cycle which satisfies the independent operations of the read and
the write channels as one of the essential AXI protocol specifications.

Figure 6.5 AXI slave configuration port write operation simulation
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The AXI master data port
The AXI master data port issues read and write transactions to the memory system on the
PS part of the Zynq throughout one of the high-performance ports (HP0, HP1, HP2, and HP3).
The AXI master data port supports transactions in burst mode. The supported burst lengths are 2
to 256 beats per burst in incremental burst mode. The supported burst sizes per beat are 4 bytes
and 8 bytes. The physical address needed for any read or write transaction is generated by the
control unit along with some other control signals. Read and write control signal are grouped in a
user-defined bus interface called master-to-control. RD_DATA is a 32 or 64 data bus connects the
AXI master data port to the Memory-Accelerator-Data-Path unit to move raw data from memory
to the accelerator while WR_DATA is a 32 or 64 data bus connects the AXI master data port to
the Accelerator-Memory-Data-Path unit to move processed data back to the memory.
BURST_LENGTH is an 8-bit control bus designated to set the burst length. BURST_SIZE is a 7bit control bus used to set the burst size. Figure (6.6) shows the AXI master data port in both 4 and
8 burst size modes.

Figure 6.6 AXI master data port in 4 and 8 bytes burst size mode integrated IP blocks
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The AXI master data port supports AXI master full operations. The implementation of an
AXI master full protocol can quickly become a complicated process due to the substantial number
of signals that need to be supported. The independent nature of the operations of AXI channels
were facilitated by the controlling the operation of each channel as an independent FSM. In
addition, another two FSM was designed to control read and write cycles independently.
The implementation of write address channel (AXI-AW) and read address channel (AXIAR) shares the same FSM design since those channels are seemingly identical in their function.
The AXI write/read address channel FSM consists of five states as following: Reset, Idle, Running,
Error detected, and Complete.
Reset state called once during system startup and move the state machine to the idle state.
Idle state waits for a start signal and validates the burst length and the burst size to move the state
machine either to running or error detected state. In Running state, the FSM assigns the address
generated by the control unit to AWADDR or ARADDR address bus of the respective AXI
channel, asserts the AWVALID or ARVALID signal, and waits for the slave (on the of PH ports)
to assert AWREADY or ARREADY signal. One clock cycle after assertion of AWREADY or
ARREADY signal by the slave, running state will de-assert AWVALID or ARVALID signal and
move the state machine to Complete state.
The complete state asserts done signal indicating the completion of state machine
operations and moves the state machine back to idle state. Error detected state handles errors
happens when incorrect or unsupported burst length or burst size detected by asserting error signal
and moves the state machine to complete state. The AXI write/read address channel FSM requires
a minimum of four clock cycle to execute. The rest of the signals required by AXI protocol in a
write address channel or a read address channel such as AWID, ARID, AWLOCK, ARLOCK,
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AWCACHE, ARCACHE, AWPORT, ARPORT, AWQOS, ARQOS, AWREGION, ARREGION,
AWLEN, ARLEN, AWSIZE, ARSIZE, AWBURST, and ARBURST are implement using
componential logic. Most of these control signals are set to constant values or configured depends
on some inputs during the system operating time. Figure (6.7) shows the state diagram of the AXI
write/read address channel FSM.

Figure 6.7 AXI write/read address channel FSM states diagram.

The AXI write data channel FSM consists of four states. Those states are Reset, Idle,
Running, and Complete. The reset state executes during system startup and moves the state
machine to the idle state. The idle state waits for the start signal to generate a write transaction Id
and assigns it to WID of the write data channel and moves the state machine to the next state which
is running state. The running state assigns the data available on the WR_DATA input port of the
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AXI master data port block to the WDATA data bus of the AXI write data channel, asserts the
WVALID signal with every beat of the burst, and waits for the last transfer signal to move the
state machine to the next state. The complete state indicates the completion of the write data
channel operations by asserting the done signal and moves the state machines back to the ideal
state. The state diagram of the AXI writes data channel FSM is shown in figure (6.8).

Figure 6.8 AXI write data channel FSM states diagram

The AXI write response channel FSM comprises five states. Those states are Reset, Idle,
Running, Error detected, and Complete. The reset state executes once during system startup and
moves the state machine to the idle state. The idle state waits for a start signal coming from the
control unit, asserts the BREADY signal, and moves the state machine to the next state which is
the running state. The running state waits for BVALID signal to be asserted by the slave (HP port)
to assess BRESP signals and moves the state machine to either error detected state or complete
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state depends on BRESP value. Either error detected state or complete state assert the done signal,
de-asserts BREADY when BVALID de-asserted by the salve and moves the state machine back
to the idle state. The only difference between those two states that error detected asserts the error
signal. The state diagram of the AXI write response channel FSM is shown in figure (6.9).
Figure 6.9 AXI write response channel FSM states diagram

The AXI read data channel FSM is designed to implement the AXI read data channel
functionality using five states. Those states are Reset, Idle, Running, Error detected, and Complete.
As for the other FSM, the reset state executes only during system startup and moves the state
machine to the idle state. The idle state waits for a start signal and generates a read transaction Id
and assigns it to RID of the read data channel and moves the state machine to the next state. The
running state reads the data available on RDATA data bus of data read channel if the RREADY
signal is high and puts that data on the RD_DATA output port of the AXI master data port block,
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asserts the RVALID signal, waits for the last transfer signal to be asserted and moves the state
machine to either error detected state or complete state depends on the RRESP signals value. The
complete state indicates the completion of the read data channel operations by asserting the done
signal and moves the state machines back to the ideal state. The state diagram of the AXI read data
channel FSM is shown in figure (6.10).

Figure 6.10 AXI read data channel FSM states diagram

The AXI master data port’s design was intensively tested and validated using simulation.
An AXI slave port simulation module along with a variety of test cases was written to assesses the
design functionality using different burst lengths and burst sizes for both read and write cycles as
shown in figure (6.11) throw figure (6.18)
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Figure 6.11 AXI master read cycle with a burst length of 4 beats and burst size of 4 bytes
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Figure 6.12 AXI master read cycle with a burst length of 4 beats and a burst size of 8 bytes
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Figure 6.13 AXI master read cycle with a burst length of 25 beats and a burst size of 4 bytes
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Figure 6.14 AXI master read cycle with a burst length of 25 beats and a burst size of 8 bytes
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Figure 6.15 AXI master write cycle with a burst length of 8 beats and a burst size of 4 bytes
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Figure 6.16 AXI master write cycle with a burst length of 8 beats and a burst size of 8 bytes
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Figure 6.17 AXI master write cycle with a burst length of 128 beats and a burst size of 4 bytes
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Figure 6.18 AXI master write cycle with a burst length of 128 beats and a burst size of 4 bytes
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The memory to accelerator unit
The memory to accelerator unit’s input/output signals and control signals are described as
following: the MTA_TO_CONTROL bus which carries all the control and status signal from and
into the control unit, CLK, RESETN, DATA_VALID_TO_ACCL signal to validate the data going
from the unit to the hardware accelerator, an 8 bits BURST data bus to select the appropriate burst
mode, a 32 or 64 WDATA data bus coming from the AXI master data port, a 72 bits
DATA_TO_ACCL data bus carrying the preprocessed data from the unit to the hardware
accelerator. The integrated IP block in both 32- and 64-bits configuration is shown a figure (6.19).

Figure 6.19 Memory to accelerator unit integrated IP block in 4 bytes and 8 bytes modes

The unit plays the role of buffering the preprocessed data delivered from main memory on
PS to the hardware accelerator on PL by the AXI master data port unit. The delivery process must
go as fast as possible while preserving the PL resources as much as possible to achieve the desired
performance. Theoretically, all memory resources on the PL can be used to buffer the preprocessed
and post-processed data, but that won’t be the case in this design for many reasons. First, the
excessive use of memory resources on the PL will lead to routing issues. Second, there is only that
much of data that the hardware accelerator can process per a clock cycle and in this case, it is only
9 pixels.
One of the factors that affect the design of this unit is the order in which data need to be
brought for processing. For spatial image filters, a minimum of three consecutive line pixels needs
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to be presented to the accelerator in the form of nine pixels, three from each line. Another factor
is the burst nature of memory transfer using the AXI bus. The unit design should accommodate
for burst lengths of 1-256 beats per burst. Each beat can bring either 32 or 64 bits from the main
memory on PS to the unit to buffer. And last factor but not the least is whether to use block
memory, distributed memory, or some sort of a hybrid approach.
With all the design parameters mentioned kept in mind, a decision was made to equip the
unit with 4 buffering lanes using block memory. Each lane can hold up to 256 beats of 32 or 64
bits of data. As soon as the processor on the PS provides the system control unit with source
address, destination address, the height of the frame, the width of the frame, and a start signal, the
control unit will instruct the AXI master data port unit to start reading the main memory at the
source address and filling up the first buffering lane with pixels from the first line in frame buffer.
The control unit will calculate the base address of the second line of pixels and start the process
again to fill up the second lane and the third lane soon after.
When the third lane get filled up, the unit will start executing an independent internal state
machine that will read the data from the first 3 lanes and feed it to the hardware accelerator 9 pixels
at a time. Meanwhile, the control unit will generate the base address of the fourth line of pixels
and command the AXI master data port unit to buffer that data in the fourth lane.
Right after delivering all the data from the first 3 lanes to the hardware accelerator, the unit
will inform the control unit that the first lane is now ready to receive new data. The unit also will
run the same internal state machine to push the data to the hardware accelerator, but this time it
will use the second, the third, and the fourth lane. Thereafter, lane 3,4, and 1 will be used and so
on so forth. The process of alternating between lanes aims to keep the hardware accelerator busy
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Lane #1 Control Logic
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Lane #2 Control Logic

Lane #3 Control Logic
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Figure 6.20 Memory to accelerator unit functional block diagram
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most of the time and still use a limited amount of precious resources on the PL. The functional

block diagram of the unit is shown in figure (6.20)
DATA TO ACCELERATOR (71:0)

VALID DATA TO ACCELERATOR

Aggregation Logic

The accelerator to memory unit
The accelerator to memory unit’s input/output signals and control signals are described as
following: ATM_TO_CONTROL bus which carries all the control and status signal from and into
the control unit, CLK, RESETN, DATA_VALID_FROM_ACCL signal to validate the data
coming for the hardware accelerator, an 8 bits BURST data bus to select the appropriate burst
mode, a 32 or 64 DATA_TO_MEMORY data bus to be used by the AXI master data port unit to
move the post-process data back to the main memory, and an 8 bits DATA_FROM_ACCL data
bus that carries data representing the value of a single processed pixel. The integrated IP block in
both 32- and 64-bits configuration is shown in figure (6.21).

Figure 6.21 Accelerator to memory unit integrated IP block in 4 bytes and 8 bytes modes

The unit buffers the post-processed data coming out of the hardware accelerator just long
enough until a full burst write cycle can be executed to avoid stalling the rest of the system. For
this reason and the other design parameters mentioned in the previous section, the unit was built
with two buffering lanes using block memory. Each lane can hold up to 256 group pixels, each
group is 4 pixels, and each pixel is implemented by 8 bits of data. The unit also contains a small
buffer to aggregate every 4 or 8 pixels before storing them in the main buffer lanes.
When the first lane gets filled up with the post-processed data coming from the hardware
accelerator, the unit will inform the control unit about that and switch to store the preprocessed
data into the second lane. While working with the second lane, the AXI master data port should
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issue an AXI write transaction to move the preprocessed data from the first lane to the main
memory. This process will alternate between the first and the second lane over and over as long as
the hardware accelerator keeps producing valid data. Figure (6.22) shows the functional block
diagram of the accelerator to the memory unit.
DATA TO AXI BUS (31:0) OR
(63:0)

VALID DATA TO AXI BUS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A … F6 F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FD FE FF
LANE READ CODE (1:0)
…

FULL

Lane #2
Control
Logic
EMPTY

LANE WRITE CODE (1:0)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A … F6 F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FD FE FF
LANE READ CODE (1:0)
…

FULL

EMPTY

LANE WRITE CODE (1:0)

Lane #1
Control
Logic

Lane Selection Logic

DATA FROM
ACEELERATOR (7:0)

CONTROL BUS
BURST (7:0)

Control and Aggregation Logic

CLK
RESETN

/

VALID DATA FROM
ACCELERATOR

Figure 6.22 Accelerator to memory unit functional block diagram
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The control unit
The control unit is the most complex and elaborate part of the system design. Four control
buses were created to pass control signals from and into the unit to the other four units in the
system. Other control buses and signals are used to control the burst mode used by the system at
any specific moment. These buses are an 8 bits BUSRT_LENGTH, a 7 bits BUSRT_SIZE, and
BURST_TYPE. Two other signals are used to synchronize the unit. These signals are CLK,
RESETN. The unit also generates an interrupt signal called FRAME_DONE_INT. This signal is
used to raise an interrupt on the PS side of the system at the end of processing a frame. The
integrated IP block of the control unit is shown in figure (6.23).

Figure 6.23 Control unit integrated IP block

The operations of the control unit are propelled by four finite state machines. These state
machines are named “read from memory,” “move data to the accelerator,” “move data from the
accelerator,” and “write back to memory.” The state machines are designed to operate
independently. However, they communicate throughout a set of global signals and can halt the
operation of each other under some specific conditions. Also, there is a simple piece of logic that
is used to count the number of clock cycles required to process a frame in real time for performance
evaluation purposes and a mechanism to trigger an interrupt at the PS side of the system to indicate
the completion of processing of a full frame.
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At a system reset, all the state machines will enter their idle state and initiate their local
signals and buffer to the required default levels. From there on, the read from memory state
machine will be waiting for a START_SIG signal to go high to go to the next state. This signal is
controlled by the AXI configuration port unit which in turn as acting as a proxy between the PS
part of the system and the rest of the system on the PL. When the START_SIG level goes high,
the state machine will capture a set of inputs from the AXI configuration port such as the address
of the frame to be processed, the address of the buffer into which the processed data will be written
back, number of rows, number of columns, and the maximum burst length to be used. the state
machine will move to the system setup state a clock cycle after.
In the system setup state, a test will be conducted to determine whether the frame can be
processed as a signal segment or not depends on the number of columns of the frame and maximum
buffer available in the memory to accelerator unit. Also, the test will decide the suitable burst
length to be used accordingly and if there any columns left to process. The state machine will move
to the next state which is the generate address state if there are any columns left to process.
Otherwise, the next state will be the wait for clearing INT state.
The generate address state checks if there is at least a line of pixels in the current segment
that has not been processed yet. The state makes the base address of that line based upon the base
address of the frame, the number of columns and the number of rows that have been processed
before and moves the state machine to the initiates read transaction state. The state will set the next
state signal to the wait for the end of segment state if there are no more lines to process.
The primary role of the initiates read transaction state is to send the generated address to
the AXI master data port. The state logic also activates the read ready signal if the memory to
accelerator unit is ready to buffer at least one-line pixels allowing the AXI read transaction to go
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throw. After that, the state moves the state machine to the receive data state. The receive data state
triggers the start read signal on the AXI master data port to start the read transaction and keeps
checking for a read done signal to come from AXI master data port indicating the end of AXI read
transaction. Upon the arrival of a read done signal, the stat moves the state machine back to the
generate address state.
The wait for the end of the segment state halts the read from memory state machine granting
the rest of the system enough time to consume the rest of the data to conclude the current segment.
The wait for clearing INT state, on the other hand, keep the system waiting for the PS to clear the
interrupt before resetting the system to work with a new frame. The state diagram of the move data
to accelerator FSM is shown in figure (6.24).

Figure 6.24 Read from memory FSM states diagram
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The move data to accelerator state machine is used to collect post-processed data from the
hardware accelerator and store it temporally in the internal buffers of the accelerator to the memory
unit. Data moving happens only when there is enough data to process. The idle state continuously
checks the ready to send to accelerator signal which comes from the memory to the accelerator
unit and the all full lane signal which comes from the accelerator to memory unit. A high level on
ready to send to accelerator signal with a low level on the all full lane signal will move the state
machine to the move data state. Otherwise, the state machine will keep coming back to the idle
state.
The move data state reads the internal buffers of the memory to the accelerator unit and
feeds the data to the hardware accelerator. It checks for a line sent to accelerator signal which
comes from the memory to an accelerator unit to go high then it will move the state machine back
to idle state. The state diagram of the read from memory FSM is shown in figure (6.25).

Figure 6.25 Move data to accelerator FSM states diagram
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The move data from accelerator state machine is designated to move post-processed data
from the hardware accelerator to the accelerator to the memory unit for temporary buffering. The
idle state monitors the ready to receive from the accelerator signal coming from the accelerator to
memory unit and the valid filter data signal coming from the hardware accelerator. A high level
on ready to receive from accelerator signal with a high level on valid filter data signal will drive
the state machine to next state which is the move data state.
The move data state checks a control signal called line felled by the accelerator. A high
level on this control signal indicates that an internal buffer line in the accelerator to memory unit
was felled with data and the accelerator needs to pause its operation till another line can be ready
to receive more data. On the other hand, a low level on this control signal will keep the state
machine in this state to maintain a high level on the write data signal that would allow the data to
be stored in the internal buffers of the accelerator to the memory unit. The state diagram of the
read from memory FSM is shown in figure (6.26).

Figure 6.26 Move data from accelerator FSM states diagram
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The last part of the control unit design is the write back to memory finite state machine.
This state machine is tasked with the process of reading post-processed data from the accelerator
to memory unit’s internal buffers and write those data back to the main memory at the PS. In the
idle state, the state machine checks if the number of the processed rows are equal to the number of
rows in the image to move the state machine to the segment end state. Otherwise, the state machine
will check the ready to send to memory control signal coming from the accelerator to memory
unit. A high level on the ready to send to memory control signal will move the state machine to
the generate address state. On the other hand, a low level on the ready to send to memory control
signal will keep the state machine in the idle state.
The generate address state checks if there is at least a line of pixels in the current segment
that has not been sent back to the main memory yet. The state generates the base address of that
line based upon the base address of the frame, the number of columns and the number of rows that
have been moved to memory and moves the state machine to the initiates write transaction state.
The state will set the next state signal to the end of segment state if there are no more lines to send
to the main memory.
The initiate write transaction state starts an AXI write transaction by sending the generated
address to the AXI master data port and moves the state machine to the wait for write address
channel state. In the wait for address channel state, the state machine waits for the AXI master data
port to send the write address transaction done signal to move the state machine to the send data
state. In the send data state, the state machine fetches data from the internal buffers of the
accelerator to memory and introduce that data to the AXI master data port to write it back to the
main memory. The state also monitors the write done signal. This signal is used to determine the
end of AXI write transaction, and a high level on that signal would move the state machine back
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to the idle state. The end of segment state is used to update a global signal that will be used by the
other state machines. The state diagram of the write back to memory FSM is shown in figure (6.27)

Figure 6.27 Move data from accelerator FSM states diagram

Software design
The software portion of the system resides on the PS part of the system. One of the ARM
Cortex A9 cores (core 0) is used to execute a bare metal application that controls the support
platform and the hardware accelerator on the PL part of the system. Four buffers are predefined in
the DDR3 memory, two are used for sources frames, and the other two are reserved for buffering
the processed frames. The software application starts by defining the memory space for the source
and destination frames buffers, number of rows, number of columns, and initiates the ZYNQ
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system. The initiation process is required to enable the PL level shifters before any communication
between PS and the PL can occur[77]. After completing the initiation process, the software
performs a set of tasks as following: sets the generic interrupt controller on the PS to listen to the
FRAM_DONE_INT coming from the PL to the PS on interrupt line number 61, invalidates the
data cache of the processor to maintain coherency in the memory system, fires a software version
of the interrupt, and enters an infinite loop. The pseudo-code of the system software is shown in
the table (6.1).
Table 6.1 Pseudo-code of the main software
PROGARM single_Instance:
Define source_address_one;
Define source_address_two;
Define destination_address_one;
Define destination_address_two;
Define number_of_rows;
Define number_of_columns;
Define source flag;
Initiate_ZYNQ_system ();
Initiate_generic_interrupt (line_61);
Invalidate_Data_Cache ();
generate_software_interrupt(line_61)
WHILE (1)
Do nothing here;
ENDWHILE;
END.

Inside the interrupt service routine, a global variable is used to track the current source
frame. At the time when the hardware accelerator is working on processing the frame from buffer
number 0, the processor will be using the buffer number 1 to store the data from the current frame
and vice versa. The interrupt service routine starts by clearing the interrupt flag, assigns the source
and destination address and sends the start signal by writing the local registers of the AXI
configuration port of the support platform. The execution of the routine happens every time a frame
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is completely processed by the hardware accelerator. The pseudo-code of the interrupt service
routine is shown in the table (6.2).
Table 6.2 Pseudo-code of interrupt service routine
FUNCTION frame_Done_InterruptHandler:
clear_software_interrupt(line_61)
IF (source flag=0)
THAN
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_one;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_one;
source flag=1;
ELSE
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_two;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_two;
source flag=0;
ENDIF;
AXI_config_port_num_of_rows_register= number_of_rows;
AXI_config_port_num_of_columns_register= number_of_columns;
AXI_config_start_signal_register=0x1;
ENDFUNCTION.

6.4 Multi-Instance Support Platform
The multi-instance support platform architecture is illustrated in figure (6.28). In this
design, two support platforms are used to connect two instances of the spatial smoothing filter on
the PL to the PS system. The number of support platforms that can be used in a specific design
depends on how much resources are available in the FPGA fabric of the PL system. Two AXI
interconnect blocks were used to connect the support platforms to the PS through the GP0 and
HP0 ports. Another IP bock called “Concat” is used to deliver the Frame_Done_INT from the
hardware accelerator to the General Interrupt Controller (GIC) on the PS on interrupt lines 61 and
62. The last IP block is a reset processing system which generates the required reset signal for all
the sub-block in the system
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Figure 6.28 system functional block design using multi-instance support platforms

The software design of the multi-instance support platform is slightly different from the
single instance software design. Each one of the four buffers defined in the one instance design is
divided into multiple sub-buffers depends on the number of support platforms used in any specific
case. The pseudo-code of the system software is shown in the table (6.3).
Table 6.3 Pseudo-code of the main software (two instances)
PROGARM two_Instances:
Define source_address_one_part_one, source_address_one_part_two;
Define source_address_two_part_tow, source_address_two_part_two;
Define destination_address_one_part_one, destination_address_one_part_two;
Define destination_address_two_part_one, destination_address_two_part_two;
Define number_of_rows_par_one, number_of_rows_par_two;
Define number_of_columns;
Define source flag;
Initiate_ZYNQ_system ();
Initiate_generic_interrupt (line_61);
Initiate_generic_interrupt (line_62);
Invalidate_Data_Cache ();
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generate_software_interrupt(line_61)
generate_software_interrupt(line_62)
WHILE (1)
Do nothing here;
ENDWHILE;
END.

The pseudo-code of the interrupt service routine for the first and the second support
platform is shown in the table (6.4).
Table 6.4 Pseudo-code of interrupt service routines (two instances)
FUNCTION frame_One_Done_Interrup_tHandler:
clear_software_interrupt(line_61)
IF (source flag=0)
THAN
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_one_part_one;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_one_part_one;
source flag=1;
ELSE
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_two_part_one;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_two_part_one;
source flag=0;
ENDIF;
AXI_config_port_num_of_rows_register= number_of_rows_part_one;
AXI_config_port_num_of_columns_register= number_of_columns;
AXI_config_start_signal_register=0x1;
ENDFUNCTION.

FUNCTION frame_Two_Done_Interrup_tHandler:
clear_software_interrupt(line_62)
IF (source flag=0)
THAN
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_one_part_two;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_one_part_two;
source flag=1;
ELSE
AXI_config_port_soruce_address_register= source_address_two_part_two;
AXI_config_port_destination_address_register= destination_address_two_part_two;
source flag=0;
ENDIF;
AXI_config_port_num_of_rows_register= number_of_rows_part_two;
AXI_config_port_num_of_columns_register= number_of_columns;
AXI_config_start_signal_register=0x1;
ENDFUNCTION.
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CHAPTER 7: THE SUPPORT PLATFORM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
7.1 Introduction
Multiple tests were conducted to measure the system performance and to tune the system
design parameters. In every single test, the size of the frame was 1920 by 1080 pixels, where each
pixel value was represented by one byte of data. During these tests, the support platform was used
to feed the source frame into two different hardware accelerators. Those accelerators are called
spatial fuzzy logic-based edge filter (SFLBEF) and spatial smoothing filter (SSF). The idea behind
using these two filters is to measure the effect of algorithm complexity on the performance of the
system and the resources utilization.
A software implementation of those filters was created using C sharp language. The
Software implementation was tested on a machine equipped with a 6th generation Intel Core i7
processor (6700HQ) working at 2.6GHz, 16 gigabytes of RAM, and solid-state hard drive. The
test machine was running Windows 10 as an operating system. The average of a set of tests
conducted on the computer using the software implementation of the algorithms was 212
milliseconds to process a frame using the SSF algorithm. The average time to process a frame
using the SFLBEF algorithm was 295341 milliseconds. The CPU power consumption was
measured during the test, and it was ranging between 12-14 watts.
7.2 The System with One Support Platform
This section is presenting two test scenarios. The first test scenario uses the support
platform with SFLBEF and SSF accelerators, once at a time, to process a grayscale image of 1920
x 1080 pixels that is being buffered in the main memory of the PL using AXI transactions of 32bits data width. The second test scenario applies AXI transactions of 64-bits data width. The rest
of the section provides a comparative analysis of the data produced by the test scenarios.
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Test scenarios of one support platform using 32-bits data
In this test scenario, two test cases were considered. The first test case was used the
SFLBEF hardware accelerator with the support platform, and the other test case was used SSF
hardware accelerator with the support platform. In both cases, the support platform provided the
means to exchange data between the main memory on the PS and the hardware accelerator through
HP0 port with a data width of 32 bits. The processor core frequency was running at 650 MHz, and
the PL fabric clock was in the range between 50 and 105 MHz of frequency. The functional block
design for the test cases is shown in figure (7.1) and figure (7.2).

Figure 7.1 System block design using single SFLBEF and 32-bits AXI transactions

Figure 7.2 System block design using single SSF and 32-bits AXI transactions
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Resource utilization, power consumption, the time required to process a single frame for
each of the test cases, and a comparison with software counterpart of the hardware accelerators
from time and power consumption perspective are presented in table (7.1).
Table 7.1 Single Instance with 32-bits data bus device utilization and processing time
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation
Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUTRAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

212

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

19.519

10.861

2603

2383

4

82

1.666

7.803

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

19.520

15130

2819

3150

4

82

1.672

7.775

SSF-Software
version
SSF-Hardware
Accelerator
SFLBEF-Software
version
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator

Table (7.2) shows the time required to process a single frame using different burst length
along with the respective PL fabric clock and the power consumption for the SSF. Similarly, Table
(7.3) shows the type of data mentioned in the table (7.2) for the SFLBEF accelerator.
Table 7.2 Processing time using SFLBEF accelerator with a single instance and 32 bits data bus

PL Fabric
Clock

Time (milliseconds)

Power (Watt)

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

50 MHz

89.383

50.653

45.592

43.501

42.486

41.936

41.698

1.653

70 MHz

69.749

36.351

32.649

31.146

30.395

30.019

29.831

1.654

90 MHz

58.750

28.851

25.118

23.993

23.418

23.046

22.902

1.656

100 MHz

55.863

27.086

22.816

21.825

21.295

20.997

20.906

1.666

105 MHz

53.648

26.014

21.435

20.252

19.958

19.705

19.587

1.672
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Table 7.3 Processing time using SSF accelerator with a single instance and 32 bits data bus
PL Fabric
Clock

Time (milliseconds)

Power (Watt)

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

50 MHz

89.322

50.608

45.558

43.462

42.415

41.891

41.629

1.649

70 MHz

68.760

36.230

32.546

31.048

30.300

29.926

29.739

1.652

90 MHz

58.655

28.844

25.065

23.911

23.334

23.046

22.902

1.653

100 MHz

55.825

27.016

22.788

21.738

21.214

20.952

20.820

1.664

105 MHz

53.590

25.946

21.365

20.381

19.889

19.643

19.519

1.666

The results from the table (7.1) evidently indicate that the complexity of the hardware
accelerator’s algorithm has no effect on the performance. However, complex hardware accelerator
would require more resources. The results from the table (7.2) and (7.3) show a very little power
conservation occur from reducing the PL fabric clock from 105 MHz to 50 MHz. However, the
performance degradation is clearly noticeable. Also, increasing the number of beats per burst from
4 to 32 gave the system a performance gain than gain started to saturate.
Test scenarios of one support platform using 64-bits data
This test scenario differs from the previous test scenario by using data bus of 64-bits width.
The functional block design for the test cases is shown in figure (7.3) and figure (7.4).

Figure 7.3 System block design using one SFLBEF and 64-bits AXI transactions
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Figure 7.4 System block design using one SFLBEF and 64-bits AXI transactions

Table (7.4) shows the processing time of a single frame, the resource utilization, and the
power consumption for each test case along with a comparison with the software counterpart of
the hardware accelerators.
Table 7.4 Single instance with 64-bits data bus device utilization and processing time
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation

SSF-Software
version
SSF-Hardware
Accelerator
SFLBEF-Software
version
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator

Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUTRAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

212

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

19.435

10.908

2829

2599

8

82

1.682

7.729

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

19.436

15195

3045

3367

8

82

1.685

7.715

Table (7.5) shows the time required to process a single frame using different burst length
accompanied by the corresponding PL fabric clock and the power consumption for the SFLBEF
accelerator. Similarly, Table (7.6) shows similar results as in table (7.5) for the SSF accelerator.
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Table 7.5 Processing time using SFLBEF accelerator with a single instance and 64-bits data bus
PL Fabric
Clock

Time (milliseconds)

Power (Watt)

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

50 MHz

67.289

48.988

44.728

42.985

42.114

41.679

41.461

1.661

70 MHz

48.077

35.028

31.950

31.146

30.705

29.771

29.615

1.667

90 MHz

37.102

27.017

24.604

23.644

23.164

22.924

22.804

1.670

100 MHz

33.725

24.568

22.368

21.495

21.058

20.840

20.731

1.682

105 MHz

31.817

23.042

20.971

20.152

19.742

19.537

19.436

1.685

Table 7.6 Processing time using SSF accelerator with a single instance and 64-bits data bus
PL Fabric
Clock

Time (milliseconds)
BL/4

Power (Watt)

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

50 MHz

67.286

48.985

44.727

42.984

42.112

41.677

41.460

1.659

70 MHz

48.074

35.026

31.948

31.145

30.703

29.770

29.614

1.664

90 MHz

37.099

27.015

24.602

23.642

23.162

22.922

22.803

1.666

100 MHz

33.723

24.566

22.366

21.494

21.057

20.839

20.730

1.679

105 MHz

31.815

23.040

20.970

20.151

19.741

19.535

19.435

1.682

The results in the table (7.4) shows a tiny increase in power consumption and resources
used compared to the table (7.1). The results from the table (7.5) and (7.6) show a behaver
somewhat as the one appears in the table (7.2) and (7.3) except for the performance gain saturation
point which is at 16 beats per burst in this case.
Performance analysis of the system with one support platform
The best system performance using a single support platform and SFLBEF accelerator was
51.45 frames per second. this performance was achieved using 64-bits AXI transactions and 105
MHz PL fabric clock. In general, increasing the burst length lead to improvement in the system
performance until a saturation point is being hit. The same conclusion can be drawn about the
frequency of the PL clock; however, the maximum operating frequency was 105 MHz using Xilinx
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(XC7Z010-1CLG400C). No significant difference in device resources utilization was noticed
when using 32-bits AXI transactions configuration versus 64-bits AXI transactions because the
system is designed to use BRAM for local buffering rather than distributed memory. Power
consumption differs slightly from one set to the other in a range of 0 to 0.03 watt. Figure (7.5)
shows a system performance comparison between four different configurations. Figure (7.6) shows
the power consumption using different PL fabric clock with two settings for the data bus width.
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Figure 7.5 System performance of one support platform using different configurations
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Figure 7.6 Power consumption of one support platform using different configurations
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7.3 The System with Two Support Platform
In this section, four test scenarios are presented. The first couple of tests incorporate two
support platforms with two SFLBEF accelerators. The system is using AXI transactions of 32-bits
data width in one test and AXI transactions of 64-bits data width in the other. The system is using
the HP0 port with a single AXI interconnect to move data from PS to PL and vice versa. The other
couple of tests use the same configuration as for the previous two tests except for using HP0 port
and HP2 ports with two separate AXI interconnect.
Test scenarios of two support platforms with one interconnect
Two test cases were designed for this test scenario. The first test case uses AXI transactions
with 32-bits data width while the other uses AXI transactions with 64-bits data width. The system
encompasses two support platforms and two SFLBEF accelerators deployed to the PL and
connected to the PS through HP0 using Single AXI interconnect. The functional block design for
the test cases is shown in figure (7.7)

Figure 7.7 System block design using two SFLBEF and one AXI interconnect
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Table (7.7) shows the processing time of a single frame, the resource utilization, and the
power consumption for each test case along with a comparison with the software counterpart of
the hardware accelerators. Table (7.8) shows the processing time of a single frame utilizing
different burst length and a range of PL fabric clock. The table also shows the estimated consumed
power in each case.
Table 7.7 Two support platforms with a single AXI interconnect device utilization and acceleration
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation

SFLBEF-Software
version
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-32Bits

Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUTRAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

10.622

27804

5291

6157

8

86

1.699

7.651

9.731

30350

5821

6664

16

86

1.731

7.710

SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-64Bits

Table 7.8 System processing time using two support platforms and two SFLBEF accelerators with a single AXI
interconnect
Time (milliseconds)

PL Fabric
Clock-Data
width
50 MHz-32Bits

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

53.497

28.918

22.863

21.808

21.279

21.018

20.894

1.664

70 MHz-32Bits

43.925

23.140

16.339

15.584

15.264

15.039

14.931

1.674

90 MHz-32Bits

39.977

20.871

12.613

12.373

12.129

11.847

11.661

1.681

100 MHz-32Bits

37.579

19.884

12.680

11.520

11.259

10.907

10.838

1.696

105 MHz-32Bits

36.487

18.907

11.613

11.264

10.898

10.766

10.622

1.699

50 MHz-64Bits

33.763

24.584

22.397

21.526

21.086

20.868

20.757

1.671

70 MHz-64Bits

24.137

17.584

16.000

15.378

15.062

14.906

14.827

1.682

90 MHz-64Bits

18.651

13.560

12.322

11.842

11.598

11.478

11.417

1.692

100 MHz-64Bits

16.974

12.339

11.203

10.767

10.544

10.435

10.379

1.702

105 MHz-64Bits

15.997

11.571

10.503

10.094

9.886

9.783

9.731

1.713
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Power (Watt)

Those test cases are showing a big advantage of using a 64-bits AXI transaction over the
32-bits once when using small burst length. Figure (7.8) shows a system performance comparison
between 32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions. Figure (7.9) shows the power consumption using
different PL fabric clock using 32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions.
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Figure 7.8 System performance of two support platforms and a single AXI interconnect
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Figure 7.9 Power consumption of two support platforms and a single AXI interconnect
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Test scenarios of two support platforms with two interconnects
In this test scenario, two test cases were conducted. The first test case uses AXI transactions
with 32-bits data width while the other uses AXI transactions with 64-bits data width. The system
included two SFLBEF accelerators along with two support platforms resided in the PL and
communicated with PS through HP0 and PH2 ports using two AXI interconnect. The functional
block design for the test cases is shown in figure (7.8).

Figure 7.10 System block design using two SFLBEF and two AXI interconnect

The processing time, the resource utilization, and the power consumption for each test case
along with a comparison with the software counterpart of the hardware accelerators are shown in
the table (7.9). The time required to process a frame employing a range of burst length and PL
fabric clock is shown in the table (7.10)
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Table 7.9 Two support platforms with two AXI interconnect device utilization and acceleration
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation

SFLBEF-Software
version

Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUTRAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

9.779

30201

5323

6063

8

96

1.702

7.638

9.724

30372

5775

6505

16

96

1.761

7.382

SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-32Bits
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-64Bits

Table 7.10 System processing time using two support platforms and two SFLBEF accelerators with two AXI
interconnect
Time (milliseconds)

PL Fabric
Clock-Data
width
50 MHz-32Bits

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

45.146

25.409

22.836

21.775

21.245

20.847

20.847

1.665

70 MHz-32Bits

35.384

18.201

16.318

15.558

15.179

14.989

14.894

1.675

90 MHz-32Bits

29.884

14.646

12.569

11.983

11.691

11.545

11.472

1.683

100 MHz-32Bits

28.021

13.808

11.427

10.895

10.629

10.496

10.430

1.697

105 MHz-32Bits

27.128

13.162

10.714

10.215

9.966

9.841

9.779

1.702

50 MHz-64Bits

33.742

24.544

22.393

21.513

21.073

20.853

20.743

1.672

70 MHz-64Bits

24.115

17.555

15.997

15.368

15.053

14.896

14.817

1.685

90 MHz-64Bits

18.606

13.540

12.320

11.834

11.592

11.470

11.409

1.695

100 MHz-64Bits

16.932

12.317

11.201

10.760

10.538

10.428

10.372

1.711

105 MHz-64Bits

15.962

11.551

10.502

10.087

9.880

9.776

9.724

1.716

Power (Watt)

In this test scenario, using a 64-bits AXI transaction, the system performed better than the
case where a 32-bits AXI transaction was used for all the previous tests. Figure (7.11) shows a
system performance comparison between 32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions using two AXI
interconnect. Figure (7.12) shows the power consumption using different PL fabric clock using
32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions, and two AXI interconnect.
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Figure 7.11 System performance of two support platforms and two AXI interconnect
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Figure 7.12 Power consumption of two support platforms and two AXI interconnect

A system with two support platforms performance analysis
The system processed data at a rate of 102 frames per second using two AXI interconnect,
two SFLBEF accelerators, and a 64-bits AXI transactions throughout HP0 and HP2 ports as shown
in the figure (7.13). This rate was twice as much what was achieved using a single support platform
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and single SFLBEF accelerator. The system power consumption was a little bit higher with
configurations that use 64-bits AXI transactions as shown in the figure (7.14).
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Figure 7.13 System performance of two support platforms using different configurations
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Figure 7.14 Power consumption using two support platforms with different configurations
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7.4 The System with Four Support Platform
This section is presenting the last four test scenarios in this chapter. Two test scenarios
integrate four support platforms with four SFLBEF accelerators and use AXI transactions of 32bits data width in the first test and AXI transactions of 64-bits data width in the other test. The
system is using the HP0 port with a single AXI interconnect to move data from PS to PL and vice
versa. The different test scenarios use four AXI interconnect instead of one and utilize HP0, HP1,
HP2, and HP3 ports.
Test scenarios of four support platforms with one interconnect
In these test scenarios, four support platforms are deployed into the PL with a single AXI
interconnect. AXI transactions, through HP0 port, of 32-bits data width are used in one case, and
AXI transactions of 64-bits data width are used in the other case. The functional block design for
the test cases is shown in figure (7.15).

Figure 7.15 System block design using Four SFLBEF and one AXI interconnect

The table (7.11) presents the processing time, the resource utilization, and the power
consumption for the test cases and a comparison with the software counterpart of the hardware
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accelerators. The time required to process a frame employing a range of burst length and PL fabric
clock is shown in the table (7.12)
Table 7.11 Device utilization and acceleration rate using four support platforms with one AXI interconnect
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation

SFLBEF-Software
version
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-32Bits

Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUT
RAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

10.659

27708

8848

10108

16

90

1.742

7.627

4.880

60520

9847

11128

32

90

1.770

7.345

SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-64Bits

Table 7.12 System processing time using four support platforms and four SFLBEF accelerators with one AXI
interconnect
Time (milliseconds)

PL Fabric
Clock-Data
width
50 MHz-32Bits

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

53.700

29.075

21.751

19.017

18.512

18.003

17.730

1.684

70 MHz-32Bits

44.824

23.402

14.907

14.845

14.535

14.448

14.278

1.701

90 MHz-32Bits

40.468

21.305

12.641

12.429

12.121

11.808

11.658

1.716

100 MHz-32Bits

38.972

19.927

12.108

12.184

11.512

11.119

10.910

1.735

105 MHz-32Bits

37.981

19.248

12.652

11.004

10.875

10.789

10.659

1.742

50 MHz-64Bits

16.962

12.330

11.218

10.778

10.563

10.461

10.404

1.698

70 MHz-64Bits

12.143

8.824

8.013

7.710

7.553

7.475

7.435

1.721

90 MHz-64Bits

9.384

6.807

6.172

5.942

5.816

5.757

5.726

1.740

100 MHz-64Bits

8.593

6.192

5.613

5.400

5.288

5.234

5.206

1.761

105 MHz-64Bits

8.087

5.812

5.263

5.065

4.958

4.907

4.880

1.770

Power (Watt)

This test scenario shows that a system constructed from two accelerators and two AXI
interconnect would outperform a system consist of four accelerators and a single AXI interconnect
if a 32-bits AXI transaction is used. Figure (7.16) shows a system performance comparison
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between 32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions using four SFLBEF accelerators one AXI

Performance(frames/second)

interconnect. Figure (7.17) shows the power consumption using different PL fabric clock.
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Figure 7.16 System performance using four support platforms and one AXI interconnect
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Figure 7.17 Power consumption using four support platforms and one AXI interconnect
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The test scenarios using four support platforms with four interconnects
In these test scenarios, four support platforms are deployed into the PL with a four AXI
interconnect and four SFLBEF accelerators. AXI transactions of 32-bits data width are used in one
case, and AXI transactions of 64-bits data width are unitized in the other to move data to and from
the accelerators through HP0, HP1, HP2, and HP3 ports. The functional block design for the test
cases is shown in figure (7.18).

Figure 7.18 System block design using Four SFLBEF and one AXI interconnect

The table (7.13) presents the processing time, resource utilization, and the power
consumption of the test cases and a comparison between the software counterpart performance and
the hardware accelerators performance. The table (7.14) shows the time required to process a single
frame utilizing a range of burst length and PL fabric clock.
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Table 7.13 Device utilization and acceleration rate using four support platforms with four AXI interconnect
Time

Utilization

Power

Implementation

SFLBEF-Software
version

Time
(ms)

acceleration

FF

LUT

BRAM

LUT
RAM

Power
(Watt)

Gain

295341

Base line

-

-

-

-

~12-14

Base line

4.906

60199

9970

12005

16

124

1.767

7.627

4.860

60769

10874

12825

32

124

1.797

7.234

SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-32Bits
SFLBEF- Hardware
Accelerator-64Bits

Table 7.14 System processing time using four support platforms and four SFLBEF accelerators with four AXI
interconnect
Time (milliseconds)

PL Fabric
Clock-Data
width
50 MHz-32Bits

BL/4

BL/8

BL/16

BL/32

BL/64

BL/128

BL/256

23.812

12.814

11.457

10.914

10.644

10.509

10.441

1.696

70 MHz-32Bits

17.462

9.152

8.184

7.796

7.602

7.505

7.456

1.717

90 MHz-32Bits

15.034

7.377

6.307

6.007

5.858

5.783

5.745

1.737

100 MHz-32Bits

15.208

7.289

5.740

5.467

5.333

5.265

5.231

1.758

105 MHz-32Bits

14.505

6.946

5.382

5.126

5.001

4.937

4.906

1.767

50 MHz-64Bits

16.941

12.303

11.206

10.534

10.563

10.422

10.366

1.711

70 MHz-64Bits

12.115

8.802

8.007

7.686

7.526

7.446

7.405

1.738

90 MHz-64Bits

9.369

6.791

6.169

5.920

5.796

5.734

5.703

1.764

100 MHz-64Bits

8.539

6.182

5.609

5.382

5.269

5.213

5.184

1.788

105 MHz-64Bits

8.039

5.800

5.259

5.046

4.941

4.887

4.860

1.797

Power (Watt)

The system in is test case which is constructed from four accelerators, and four AXI
interconnect performed better than a system consists of four accelerators and a single AXI
interconnect if a 32-bits AXI transaction is used. Figure (7.19) shows a system performance
comparison between 32-bits and 64-bits AXI transactions using four SFLBEF accelerators Four
AXI interconnect. Figure (7.20) shows the power consumption using different PL fabric clock.
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Figure 7.19 System performance using four support platforms and four AXI interconnect
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Figure 7.20 Power consumption using four support platforms and four AXI interconnect

The system performance analysis using four support platforms
The system reached a processing rate of 205 frames per second. This rate was accomplished
using four AXI interconnect, four SFLBEF accelerators, and 64-bits AXI transactions throughout
HP0, HP1, HP2, and HP3 ports as shown in the figure (7.21). This rate is twice as much what was
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using two support platforms and two SFLBEF accelerators. The system power consumption is a

Performance(frames/second)

bit higher with configurations that use 64-bits AXI transactions as shown in the figure (7.22).
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Figure 7.21 System performance of four support platforms using different configurations
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Figure 7.22 Power consumption using four support platforms with different configurations
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7.5 The Over All System Performance Assessment
The group of tests conducted and presented throughout this chapter lead to draw a set of
conclusions. The performance of a hardware accelerator is independent of the complexity of the
hardware accelerator algorithm with the presence of the support platform. This principle is proven
to be correct by comparing the performance of the SFLBEF hardware accelerator to the
performance of the SSF hardware accelerator. Those accelerators achieved a quite comparable
performance despite the considerable complexity difference. All tests showed a system
performance improvement yielded by increasing the burst length of the AXI transactions up to 32
beats per burst. The performance improvement started to saturate from that point all the up to the
maximum supported burst length of 256 beats per burst as shown in the figure (7.23) and figure

Performance(frames/second)

(7.24).
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Figure 7.24 The System performance using 64-bits AXI transactions

The saturation behaver is pointing out the fact that the support platform is hulling data back
and forth faster than what the hardware accelerator can handle when burst length exceeds 32 beats
per bust. Alerting the design of the support platform to sustenance multiple hardware accelerator
might reduce the overhead of using multiple support platforms. This design alteration is out of the
scope of this research. The tests were performed using the smallest device (XC7Z010-1CLG400C)
in the ZYNQ-7000 series. The device unitization was around 65% using four support platforms
and four hardware accelerators allowing the system to process 205 frames per second. The device
unitization rate will drop down to 15 % using a mid-level device such as (XC7Z020-1CLG400C)
enabling more customized hardware accelerators to be added to realize a complete real-time video
processing system.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
8.1 Summary of Work
The desire for a cost-effective hardware acceleration platform that can support real-time
image processing system is unmistakable. Such a platform can provide astonishing support for a
wide range of live changing systems such as medical devices, advanced driving assistance systems
(ADAS) and visually impaired assistance systems.
In this dissertation, an FPGA-based hardware architecture for a fuzzy logic-based edge
detection system is presented. The hardware architecture was designed based on Xilinx 7 series
devices. The fuzzy logic-based system encompasses four submodules. These submodules are
preprocessing subsystem where row pixels are preprocessed to reform four different features,
fuzzification subsystem which produces four fuzzy input variables, inference subsystem, and the
defuzzification subsystem that produce a single processed output.The hardware architecture is
divided into a pipeline of seven stages. Each stage is designed to operate with Zero-wait state.
The hardware architecture was tested on a set of Xilinx 7 series devices with different
speed grades resulting in an operating frequency range of 83-100 MHz . With a 1080P HD
standard, the proposed hardware architecture processed up to 45 frames per second which make it
practicable of real-time edge detection. The system was compared to its software counterpart and
showed acceleration rate in the magnitude of 10 thousand times. The system was developed using
Xilinx Vivado. Simulations were carried out using Xilinx simulator.
The second part of the dissertation presents a reconfigurable hardware-software codesign
of a support platform for a spatial fuzzy logic-based image processing filter using Xilinx AP-SoC.
The support platform is designed to perform both AXI 32-bit and 64-bit transactions using a burst
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length of 1 to 256 beats per burst. System design can utilize the support platform in a single
instance, or multi-instance fashion depends on the availability of resources on the targeted SoC
device. In a test scenario, A system was constructed using four support platform and four SFLBEF
hardware accelerator achieved a processing rate of 205 frames per second.
8.2 Contributions
Contributions of this dissertation include laying the groundwork for developing fuzzy
logic-based hardware accelerator using FPGA. Detailed design and implementation of a pipelined
fuzzy edge detector were introduced. The system was tested for real-time condition and showed a
promising resulting. A partial reconfigurable design of the defuzzifying unit was also presented.
Another contribution of this dissertation is the migration of the hardware accelerator from
FPGA to SoC devices. The research is also proposed a hardware-software co-design of a
reconfigurable support platform for fuzzy logic-based spatial image processing filters.
The optimum values of the support platform’s design parameters such as the burst length,
the AXI transitions width, and PL fabric operating frequency were all obtained using a set to test
scenarios.
8.3 Future Work
This dissertation presented a methodology and guidelines to be used for designing and
implementing fuzzy logic-based hardware accelerators for spatial image processing filters utilizing
FPGAs and SoCs. Some recommendation for future research venues might be pointed out as the
following:
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1. The defuzzification block of the hardware accelerator implemented MOM, SOM, and LOM
defuzzification methods. Other methods such as centroid, bisector, and weighted fuzzy mean
(WFM) can be implemented in a partially reconfigurable design model.
2. The inference system uses seven rules to implement the knowledge base. A different fuzzy
system with more sophisticated fuzzy inputs and knowledge base might lead to a better
immunity against noise in the input image.
3. Some of the pipelined architecture presented in Chapter Five make use of LUTs to implement
addition and multiplication processes. The effect of using digital signal processing slices
(DSP48E1) can be evaluated.
4. The performance of the system using devices with a new architecture such as Xilinx Ultra
Scale cab be assessed.
5. Altering the design of the support platform to accommodate the use of multiple hardware
accelerators
6. Altering the design of the support platform by providing additional pipeline stages to achieve
higher operating frequency.
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